
Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration 
3.7.16

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.W?1 Verify the fuel storage pool boron 7 days 
concentration is within limit.
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B 3.7

B 3.7 Plant Systems

B 3.7.1YTL Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

BASES

BACKGROUND 

R eplace with Insert 
B 3.7.16-1

In the Maximum Density Rack (MDR) [(Refs. 1 and 2)] design, 
the spent fuel storage pool is divided into two separate and 
distinct regions which, for the purpose of criticality 
considerations, are considered as separate pools.  
[Region 1], with [336] storage positions, is designed 
accommodate new fuel with a maximum enrichment of [4.6 wt% 
U-235, or spent fuel regardless of the discharge fue 
burnup. [Region 2], with [2670] storage positions is 
designed to accommodate fuel of various initial e ichments 
which have accumulated minimum burnups within t e acceptable 
domain according to Figure [3.7.17-1], in the ccompanying 
LCO. Fuel assemblies not meeting the criteri of 
Figure [3.7.17-1] shall be stored in accord nce with 
paragraph 4.3.1.1 in Section 4.3. Fuel St rage.  

The water in the spent fuel storage po normally contains 
soluble boron, which results in large subcriticality margins 
under actual operating conditions. owever, the NRC 
guidelines, based upon the accide condition in which all 
soluble poison is assumed to havy been lost, specify that 
the limiting keff of 0.95 be ev uated in the absence of 
soluble boron. Hence, the de: ign of both regions is based 
on the use of unborated wat which maintains each region 
in a subcritical condition during normal operation with the 
regions fully loaded. T double contingency principle 
discussed in ANSI N-16 -1975 and the April 1978 NRC letter 
(Ref. 3) allows credi for soluble boron under other 
abnormal or acciden conditions, since only a single 
accident need be c nsidered at one time. For example, the 
most severe acci nt scenario is associated with the 
movement of fue from [Region 1 to Region 2]. and accidental 
misloading of fuel assembly in [Region 2]. This could 
potentially ncrease the criticality of [Region 2]. To 
mitigate t ese postulated criticality related accidents, 
boron is issolved in the pool water. Safe operation of the 
MDR wit no movement of assemblies may therefore be achieved 
by co rolling the location of each assembly in accordance 
with LCO 3.7.17. "Spent Fuel Assembly Storage." Prior to 
mo ment of an assembly, it iS necessary to perform 

3.7.16.1.
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration 
B 3.7.  

BASES

APPL ICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

IF 
B 3 7.16-2

LCO 

Replace with Insert 
B 37.16-3

Most accident conditions do not result in an increase in 
the activity of either of the two regions. Examples of 
these accident conditions are the loss of cooling 
(reactivity increase with decreasing water density) d the 
dropping of a fuel assembly on the top of the ra 
However, accidents can be postulated that coul increase the 
reactivity. This increase in reactivity is nacceptable 
with unborated water in the storage pool Thus, for these 
accident occurrences, the presence of oluble boron in the 
storage pool prevents criticality both regions. The 
postulated accidents are basica of two types. A fuel 
assembly could be incorrectl ransferred from [Region I to 
Region 2] (e.g., an unirr ated fuel assembly or an 
insufficiently deplete uel assembly). The second type of 
postulated accidents s associated with a fuel assembly 
which is dropped jacent to the fully loaded [Region 2] 
storage rack. is could have a small positive reactivity 
effect on [ gion 2]. However, the negative reactivity 
effecto he soluble boron compensates for the increased 
react ity caused by either one of the two postulated 
ac ent scenarios. The accident analyses is provided in 

e FSAR. Section [15.7.4] (Ref. 4).  

The concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel storage 
pool satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

r This LCO applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored e 
spent fuel storage pool, until a complete s Del storage 
pool verification has been perform owing the last 
movement of fuel assembli e spent fuel storage pool.  
This LCO does no y following the verification, since
the ver " ion would confirm that there are no mtstoaded

WOO STS B 3.7.16-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95

The fuel storage pool boron concentration is required to

> 2300] ppm. The specified concentration of di ed 
boron in the fuel storage pool preserves• ssumptions 
used in the analyses of the poten critical accident 
scenarios as described inR.&feence 4. This concentration 
of dissolved boron e minimum required concentration for 
fuel assemb orage and movement within the fuel storage 
pool

Replace with Insert 
B 3.7.16-4
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration_ 
B 3.7.  

BAS ES

APPLICABILITY 
F- n

(continued)

fuel assemblies. With no further fuel ase ments in 
progress, there is no potenti misloaded fuel 
assembly or a uel assembly.

ACTIONS

Move to under 3,0.3 
explanation

-------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
If the LCO is not met while moving irradiated fuel 
assemblies in MODE 5 or 6. LCO 3.0.3 would not be 

5. applicable. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in 
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the fuel movement is independent of 
reactor operation. Therefore, inability to suspend movement 

or restoration of of fuel assemblies #s not sufficient reason to require a

boron concentration reactor shutdown.  
...-----------------------------------------

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.E

This SR verifies that the concentration of boron in the fuel 
storage pool is within the required limit. As long as this 
SR is met, the analyzed accidents are fully addressed. The 
7 day Frequency is appropriate because no major 
replenishment of pool water is expected to take place over 
such a short period of time.

WOG STS B 3.7.16-3 Rev 1. 04/07/95

A-L. A.2.1, and A.2.2 

The Required Actions are modified by a Note indicat g that 
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.  

When the concentration of boron in the fu s torage pool is 
less than required, immediate action m be taken to 
preclude the occurrence of an accid or to mitigate the 
consequences of an accident in pOgress. This is most 
efficiently achieved by imme * tely suspending the movement 
of fuel assemblies. The centration of boron is restored 
simultaneously with su ending movement of fuel assemblies.  
An acceptable alter ive is to verify by administrative 
means that the f storage pool verification has been 
performed si the last movement of fuel assemblies in the 
fuel stor pool. However, prior to resuming movement of 
fuel a emblies. the concentration of boron must be 
res red. This does not preclude movement of a fuel 

sembly to a safe position.

B 3.7.16-3 Rev 1, 04/07/95WOG STS



Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration 
B 3.7.1 

W---1IARectin9.4Y----]IBASES

REFERENCES [1

2. Description and Evaluation for Pro s to 

Facility Operatin -39 and DPR-48 (Zion 
on). ] 

3. Double contingency principle of ANSI N16.1-1975, as 
specified in the April 14, 1978 NRC letter 
(Section 1.2) and implied in the proposed revision to 
Regulatory Guide 1.13 (Section 1.4. Appendix A).  

4. FSAR, Section [15.7.4 j X t
3 FSAR. Section 14.2.1.

NRC Safety Evaluation Report, USNRC to WEPCo, dated 
September 4. 1997.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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LCO 3.7.16 BASES INSERTS 

Insert B 3.7.16-1: 

The spent fuel storage racks are designed to allow unrestricted 
storage of fuel with a maximum enrichment of 4.6 wt% U-235. Fuel 
with enrichments > 4.6 wt% may be stored as well, but must 
contain Integral Fuel Burnable Absorbers (IFBA). These 
limitation ensure a maximum keff of 0.95 based on the use of 
unborated water.  

The spent fuel storage pool will accommodate 1502 fuel 
assemblies. One location in the spent fuel storage pool is 
provided to allow rotation of a fuel assembly for visual 
inspection, but this location cannot be used for fuel storage. A 
general description of the spent fuel storage pool design is 
given in the FSAR Section 9.4 (Ref. 1).  

The water in the spent fuel storage pool contains soluble 
boron, which results in large subcriticality margins under 
normal conditions. However, the NRC guidelines, based upon 
the accident condition in which all soluble poison is 
assumed to have been lost, specify that the limiting k eff of 
0.95 be evaluated in the absence of soluble boron. Hence, 
the design of the spent fuel storage racks is based on the 
use of unborated water. However, the spent fuel pool keff 
storage limit of 0.95 can be exceeded as a result of an excessive 
pool cooldown or the inadvertent placement of a highly 
enriched fuel assembly between a storage rack module and the 
wall of the spent fuel pool. The spent fuel pool keff storage 
limit of 0.95 is maintained during these events by 
maintaining a minimum boron concentration of 700 ppm (Ref.  
2). Simultaneous occurrence of these events is not 
postulated. The double contingency principle discussed in 
ANSI N-16.1-1975 and the April 1978 NRC letter (Ref. 3) 
allows credit for soluble boron under abnormal or accident 
conditions, since only a single accident need be considered 
at one time.



LCO 3.7.16 BASES INSERTS 

Insert B 3.7.16-2: 

Most accident conditions do not result in an reactivity 
increase for the fuel stored in the spent fuel pool (e.g.  
loss of cooling, dropping of a fuel assembly on the top of 
the rack. etc;). However, accidents are postulated that 
could result in the spent fuel pool ketf storage limit of 0.95 
being exceeded. These accidents are; excessive pool cooldown and 
the inadvertent placement of a highly enriched fuel assembly 
between a storage rack module and the wall of the spent fuel 
pool. For these events, the spent fuel pool keff storage limit 
of 0.95 is maintained by maintaining a minimum boron 
concentration of 700 ppm (Ref. 2). Simultaneous occurrence 
of these events is not postulated. The double contingency 
principle discussed in ANSI N-16.1-1975 and the April 1978 
NRC letter (Ref. 3) allows credit for soluble boron under 
abnormal or accident conditions, since only a single 
accident need be considered at one time.  

The accident analyses is provided in the FSAR, 
Section 14.2.1 (Ref, 4).  

Insert B 3.7.16-3: 

The fuel storage pool boron concentration is required to be 
> 1800 ppm. The specified concentration of dissolved boron 
provides significant margin to the boron concentration used 
in the analyses of the potential critical accident scenarios 
as described in Reference 4. This concentration is the 
minimum required concentration for fuel assembly storage and 
movement within the fuel storage pool.  

Insert B 3.7.16-4: 

This LCO applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored in the 
spent fuel storage pool. This LCO provides assurance that 
keff of the spent fuel storage pool will remain < 0.95, even 
under postulated accident conditions.



LCO 3.7.16 BASES INSERTS 

Insert B 3.7.16-5: 

The Required Actions are modified by a Note indicating that 

LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.  

A.1 

When the concentration of boron in the fuel storage pool is 
less than required, immediate action must be taken to 
suspending the movement of fuel assemblies. This does not 
preclude movement of a fuel assembly to a safe position. By 
suspending movement of fuel, inadvertent placement of a fuel 
assembly between a fuel storage rack module and the wall of 
the spent fuel pool is precluded.  

A.2 

Immediate action must be taken to restore boron concentration in 
the fuel storage pool to > 1800 ppm to assure protection from 
excessive fuel pool cooldown reactivity insertion events.  
Restoration of boron concentration could take several hours or 
days depending on the magnitude of change required, which may 
involve feed and bleed operations. Immediate initiation of 
action is warranted based on the importance of maintaining keff of 
the spent fuel pool < 0.95. As stated in Reference 2, 700 ppm is 
adequate to prevent the spent fuel pool keff storage limit of 0.95 
from being exceeded as a result of an excessive pool cooldown.  
Accordingly, for minor deviations, significant margin exists to 
the analysis limit.



No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.16 

13-Nov-99 

NSHC Number NSHC Text 

A In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current Technical 
Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no technical changes to 
existing requirements. As such, this change is administrative in nature and does not impact 
initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of accident or transient events.  
Therefore, this change does not increase the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will not impose any new or eliminate any old requirements.  
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not significantly reduce the margin of safety because it has no 
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative. As such, there is 
no technical change to the requirements and, therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of 
safety.

Page 1 of 2



No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.16 

13-Nov-99 

NSHC Number NSHC Text 

M In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change provides more restrictive requirements for operation of the facility.  
These more stringent requirements do not result in operation that will increase the probability 
of initiating an analyzed event and do not alter the assumptions relative to the mitigation of an 
accident or transient event. These more restrictive requirements continue to ensure process 
variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent with the safety 
analyses. Therefore, this change does not increase the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change does impose different requirements. However, these 
changes are consistent with assumptions made in the safety analysis. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The imposition of more restrictive requirements either has no affect on or increases the 
margin of safety. Each change is providing additional restrictions to enhance plant safety.  
These changes are consistent with the safety analysis. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

Page 2 of 2



Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration 
3.7.11 

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.11 Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

LCO 3.7.11 

APPLICABILITY:

The fuel storage pool boron concentration shall be 
> 1800 ppm.  

When fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel storage pool.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Fuel storage pool ------------NOTE----------
boron concentration LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  
not within limit.  

A.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
fuel assemblies in 
the fuel storage 
pool.  

AND 

A.2 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore fuel storage 
pool boron 
concentration to 
within limit.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.11.1 Verify the fuel storage pool boron 7 days 
concentration is within limit.

DRAFT REV. APOINT BEACH 3.7.11-1



Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration 
B 3.7,11 

B 3.7 Plant Systems 

B 3.7.11 Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration 

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSIS

The spent fuel storage racks are designed to allow unrestricted 
storage of fuel with a maximum enrichment of 4.6 wt% U-235. Fuel 
with enrichments > 4.6 wt% may be stored as well, but must 
contain Integral Fuel Burnable Absorbers (IFBA). These 
limitation ensure a maximum ketf of 0.95 based on the use of 
unborated water.  

The spent fuel storage pool will accommodate 1502 fuel 
assemblies. One location in the spent fuel storage pool is 
provided to allow rotation of a fuel assembly for visual 
inspection, but this location cannot be used for fuel storage. A 
general description of the spent fuel storage pool design is 
given in the FSAR Section 9.4 (Ref. 1).  

The water in the spent fuel storage pool contains soluble 
boron, which results in large subcriticality margins under 
normal conditions. However, the NRC guidelines, based upon 
the accident condition in which all soluble poison is 
assumed to have been lost. specify that the limiting k eff of 
0.95 be evaluated in the absence of soluble boron. Hence, 
the design of the spent fuel storage racks is based on the 
use of unborated water. However, the spent fuel pool keff 
storage limit of 0.95 can be exceeded as a result of an excessive 
pool cooldown or the inadvertent placement of a highly 
enriched fuel assembly between a storage rack module and the 
wall of the spent fuel pool. The spent fuel pool keff storage 
limit of 0.95 is maintained during these events by 
maintaining a minimum boron concentration of 700 ppm (Ref.  
2). Simultaneous occurrence of these events is not 
postulated. The double contingency principle discussed in 
ANSI N-16.1-1975 and the April 1978 NRC letter (Ref. 3) 
allows credit for soluble boron under abnormal or accident 
conditions, since only a single accident need be considered 
at one time.

Most accident conditions do not result in an reactivity 
increase for the fuel stored in the spent fuel pool (e.g.  
loss of cooling, dropping of a fuel assembly on the top of

POINT BEACH B 3.7.11-1 DRAFT REV. A
POINT BEACH B 3.7.11-1 DRAFT REV. A



Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration 
B 3.7.11

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS (continued) 

the rack, etc;). However, accidents are postulated that 
could result in the spent fuel pool keff storage limit of 0.95 
being exceeded. These accidents are: excessive pool cooldown 
and the inadvertent placement of a highly enriched fuel 
assembly between a storage rack module and the wall of the 
spent fuel pool. For these events, the spent fuel pool keff 
storage limit of 0.95 is maintained by maintaining a minimum 
boron concentration of 700 ppm (Ref. 2). Simultaneous 
occurrence of these events is not postulated. The double 
contingency principle discussed in ANSI N-16.1-1975 and the 
April 1978 NRC letter (Ref. 3) allows credit for soluble 
boron under abnormal or accident conditions, since only a 
single accident need be considered at one time.  

The accident analyses is provided in the FSAR, 
Section 14.2.1 (Ref. 4).  

The concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel storage 
pool satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement,

LCO The fuel storage pool boron concentration is required to be 
> 1800 ppm. The specified concentration of dissolved boron 
provides significant margin to the boron concentration used 
in the analyses of the potential critical accident scenarios 
as described in Reference 4. This concentration is the 
minimum required concentration for fuel assembly storage and 
movement within the fuel storage pool.  

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored in the 
spent fuel storage pool. This LCO provides assurance that 
keff of the spent fuel storage pool will remain < 0.95, even 
under postulated accident conditions.  

ACTIONS The Required Actions are modified by a Note indicating that 
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.  

If the LCO is not met while moving irradiated fuel 
assemblies in MODE 5 or 6. LCO 3.0.3 would not be

POINT BEACH B 3. 7. 11- 2 DRAFT REV. A



Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration 
B 3.7.11 

BASES 

ACTIONS (continued) 

applicable. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in 
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the fuel movement is independent of 
reactor operation. Therefore, inability to suspend movement 
of fuel assemblies or restoration of boron concentration is 
not sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.  

A.1 

When the concentration of boron in the fuel storage pool is 
less than required, immediate action must be taken to 
suspending the movement of fuel assemblies. This does not 
preclude movement of a fuel assembly to a safe position. By 
suspending movement of fuel, inadvertent placement of a fuel 
assembly between a fuel storage rack module and the wall of 
the spent fuel pool is precluded.  

A.2 

Immediate action must be taken to restore boron concentration in 
the fuel storage pool to > 1800 ppm to assure protection from 
excessive fuel pool cooldown reactivity insertion events.  
Restoration of boron concentration could take several hours or 
days depending on the magnitude of change required, which may 
involve feed and bleed operations. Immediate initiation of 
action is warranted based on the importance of maintaining keff of 
the spent fuel pool < 0.95. As stated in Reference 2, 700 ppm is 
adequate to prevent the spent fuel pool keff storage limit of 0.95 
from being exceeded as a result of an excessive pool cooldown.  
Accordingly, for minor deviations, significant margin exists to 
the analysis limit.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.11.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR verifies that the concentration of boron in the fuel 
storage pool is within the required limit. As long as this 
SR is met, the analyzed accidents are fully addressed. The 
7 day Frequency is appropriate because no major 
replenishment of pool water is expected to take place over 
such a short period of time.

POINT BEACH B 3.7.11-3 DRAFT REV. A
POINT BEACH B 3. 7. 11- 3 DRA•FT REV. A



Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration 
B 3.7.11 

BASES 

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 9.4.  

2. NRC Safety Evaluation Report, USNRC to WEPCo. dated 
September 4, 1997.  

3. Double contingency principle of ANSI N16.1-1975, as 
specified in the April 14. 1978 NRC letter 
(Section 1.2) and implied in the proposed revision to 
Regulatory Guide 1.13 (Section 1.4, Appendix A).  

4. FSAR, Section 14.2.1.

DRAFT REV- APOINT BEACH B 3.7.11-4



Cross-Reference Report - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

ITS to CTS 13-Nov-99 

ITS CTS DOC 

B 3.07.12 15.05.04 OBJ A.03

N/A

LCO 3.07.12 

LCO 3.07.12 COND A 

LCO 3.07.12 COND A RA A.1 

LCO 3.07.12 COND A RA A.1 NOTE 

LCO 3.07.12 F 3.07.17-01

SR 3.07.12.01

15.05.04 APPL 

15.05.04.02 

15.05.04.02 

15.0504.02 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

15.05.04 F 15.05.04-01 

15.05.04.02

15.05.04.02

Page 1 of 1

A06 

A.02 

A.05 

A.04 

A.01 

M.01 

M.01 

M.01 

A.04 

A.04

A.04



Cross-Reference Report - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 
CTS to ITS 13-Nov-99 

CTS ITS DOC 

15.05.04 APPL LCO 3.07.12 A.02

15.05.04 OBJ 

15.05.04 F 15.05.04-01 

15.05.04.02

B 3.07.12 

LCO 3.07.12 F 3.07.17-01 

DELETED 

LCO 3.07.12 

LCO 3.07.12 

LCO 3.07.12 

LCO 3.07.12 F 3.07.17-01 

SR 3.07.12.01 

FSAR

A.03 

A.04 

M.02 

A.05 

A.04 

A.01 

A.04 

A.04 

LA.01

Page 1 of 1
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

A.01 In the conversion of Point Beach current Technical Specifications (CTS) to the proposed plant 
specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain wording preferences or conventions are 
adopted which do not result in technical changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial 
changes, reformatting, and revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the 
Standard Technical Specifications, Westinghouse Plants, NUREG-1431, Revision 1 (i.e., 
Improved Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS)).  

CTS: ITS: 
15.05.04.02 LCO 3.07.12 

A.02 The CTS provides an introductory statement (Applicability) which simply states which 
systems/components are addressed within a given section. This same information, while 
worded differently, is contained within the title of each ITS LCO. Accordingly, this change is a 
change in format with no change in technical requirement.  

CTS: ITS: 
15.05.04 APPL LC 3.07.12 

A.03 The CTS provides an introductory statement (Objective) at the beginning of this Section of the 
Technical Specifications which provides a brief summary of the purpose for this Section. This 
information is contained in the Bases Section of the ITS. This information does not establish any 
regulatory requirements for the systems and components addressed within this Section.  
Accordingly, deletion of this information does not alter any requirement set forth in the Technical 
Specifications. This change is administrative and consistent with the format and presentation for 
the ITS as provided in NUREG 1431.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.05.04 OBJ B 3.07.12 

Page 1 of 4



Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

A.04 CTS 15.5.4.2 requires each fuel assembly stored in the spent fuel pool, with an initial enrichment 
of greater than 4.6 w/o U-235, to contain Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber (IFBA) rods in 
accordance with CTS Figure 15.5.4-1 or have a reference infinite multiplication factor less than 
or equal to 1.49364 (inclusive of a 1% delta K reactivity bias).  

The proposed ITS will require each fuel assembly stored in the spent fuel pool to be within 
storage limits, specifying the storage limits in SR 3.7.12.1 and Figure 3.7.12-1. The option to 
store fuel with a reference infinite multiplication factor of less than or equal to 1.49364 has been 
omitted from the proposed ITS as discussed in Discussion of Change M.02 of this LCO. As 
such, the proposed ITS LCO, Surveillance Requirement, and Figure are equivalent to retained 
portion of the CTS, making this change administrative, consistent with the format and 
presentation for NUREG 1431.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.05.04 F 15.05.04-01 LCO 3.07.12 F 3.07.17-01 

15.05.04.02 LCO 3.07.12 

LCO 3.07.12 F 3.07.17-01 

SR 3.07.12.01 

A.05 CTS 15.5.4.2 states that the spent fuel storage racks are designed to assure a keff of less than 
0.95 with the storage pool filled with unborated water and with the fuel loading in the assemblies 
limited to 5.0 w/o U-235, with or without axial blanket loadings. To ensure this limit is met, the 
CTS further restrict storage of each assembly with a fuel loading greater than 4.6 w/o U-235 to 
contain a minimum number of Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber rods of a specified concentration, 
or have a reference infinite multiplication factor less than or equal to 1.49364, which includes a 
1% delta K reactivity bias.  

Accordingly, this CTS requirement establishes an implied Applicability of "Whenever fuel is 
stored in the spent fuel pool". The ITS establishes an Applicability for these requirements of 
"Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in the spent fuel storage pool". As such, the proposed 
ITS Applicability is equivalent to CTS requirement, making this change administrative, consistent 
with the format and presentation for NUREG 1431.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.05.04.02 LCO 3.07.12 

Page 2 of 4



Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

A.06 The current Technical Specifications do not contain any Bases for this section. As such, 
proposed Bases have been provided consistent with the design and NRC Safety Evaluations 
issued for storage of fuel in the spent fuel pool. The proposed Bases are consistent with the 
format and content of the Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Plants, NUREG
1431, as well as the proposed Point Beach ITS. The revised Bases are as shown in the PBNP 
ITS Bases.  

CTS: ITS: 

N/A B 3.07.12 

LA.01 CTS 15.5.4.4 requires the spent fuel rack storage locations immediately adjacent to the spent 
fuel pool perimeter and divider walls to not be occupied by fuel assemblies which have been 
subcritical for less than one year. Exception to this requirement is allowed for the two storage 
locations adjacent to the spent fuel storage rack neutron absorbing material surveillance 
specimens. This requirement has been moved to FSAR. This limitation provides assurance that 
the fuel pool wall will remain within its design temperature by minimizing radiation heating of the 
concrete walls. Fuel pool wall temperature is not a condition assumed in any design basis 
event, nor is it linked to the mitigation of any analyzed accident. Fuel pool wall temperature is 
limited to prevent exceeding acceptable design limits while maximizing useful life. The spent 
fuel pool perimeter and divider walls storage location have been filled for a number of years with 
fuel which has decayed significantly in excess of the CTS limit. There is no foreseeable reason 
to substitute decayed fuel for freshly exposed fuel in these locations. As such, these details are 
not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of public health and safety.  
Changes to these details will be controlled in accordance with 10 CFR50.59.  

Since any changes to the FSAR, or other plant controlled documents will be evaluated in 
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, no increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated will be allowed, changes will not be allowed 
that create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated, and no reduction in a margin of safety will be allowed.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.05.04.04 FSAR
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

M.01 CTS 15.5.4.2 specifies fuel storage requirements for the spent fuel pool; however, the CTS does 
not specify any Actions if these requirement are not met. The proposed ITS will require 
immediate action be initiated to restore the storage limits (Keff to less than or equal to 0.95).  
This Required Action is acceptable based on the following: 1) While limited to storage of fuel 
less than or equal to 5.0 wt% U-235, the new fuel storage racks have been analyzed to maintain 
a Keff of less than or equal to 0.95 with Westinghouse 14x14 Optimized Fuel at an enrichment of 
5.5% wt% (February 23, 1990 NRC SER). 2) The spent fuel pool keff storage limit is required by 
NRC guidelines to be calculated assuming no credit for soluble boron. However, the water in the 
spent fuel storage pool contains soluble boron (as addressed by proposed ITS LCO 3.7.11, 
"Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration"), which results in large subcriticality margins under 
normal conditions. Accordingly, no immediate criticality concern exits for the range of fuel 
concentrations and Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber loadings which may reasonably exist 
provided boron concentration is maintained in accordance with LCO 3.7.11.  

CTS: ITS: 
NEW LCO 3.07.12 COND A 

LCO 3.07.12 COND A RA A.1 
LCO 3.07.12 COND A RA A.1 NOTE 

M.02 NRC SER dated September 4, 1997, approved increasing the fuel assembly enrichment storage 
limit for Point Beach. Unlimited storage of fuel with initial enrichments up to 4.6 wt% were 
approved, with storage of initial fuel enrichments greater than 4.6 wt% allowed providing the fuel 
assembly contains an Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber (IFBA) of specified neutron poison 
content or has a reference infinite multiplication factor of less than or equal to 1.49364.  

Calculation of storage using reference infinite multiplication factor uses assumptions based on 
reactor core configuration rather than the configuration of the spent fuel racks. Based on the 
differences in assumptions used, storage calculations performed using reference infinite 
multiplication factor could be non-conservative. Therefore, in order to ensure a maximum keff of 
0.95 based on the use of unborated water, storage of fuel with initial enrichments in excess of 
4.6 wt% will be limited to storage in accordance with the IFBA loading limits proposed in ITS 
Table 3.7.12-1.  

This change is more restrictive than the current Technical Specifications, and is being made 
consistent with the recommendations contained in Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter 
99-003.  

CTS: ITS: 
15.05.04.02 DELETED 
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Spec 3.7.17 
Page 1 of 2

15.5.4 FUEL STORAGE CO 37.12 A. 2

Applicability 

Applies to the capacity and storage arrays of new and spent fuel.

Specification le see 4.0 >

1.The new fuel storage and spent fuel pool structures are designed to withstand the 

anticipated earthquake loadings as Class I structures'. The speit fuel pool has a stainless 

steel liner to ensure against loss of water.  

2. The new and spent fuel storage racks are designed so that itisimpossible to'store 

assemblies in other than the prescribed storage locations.The fuel is store vertically in 

an array with sufficient center-to-center* distance between assenibes-toassure K•<0.95 

with the storage pool filled with unborated water and with thfuelloa g m the 
Sassemblies limited to 5.0 w/o U'235,with or without axia b-lan loadings [ Ea-ch 

assembly with a fuel loading greater than 4.6 w/o U-235 must contain Integral Fuel 

Burnable Absorber (IFBA) rods in accordance with Figure 15.5.4-1 or have a reference 

infinite multiplication factor, K. less than or equal to 1.49364, which includes a 1% AK 
reactivity bias [An inspection area shall allow rotation of fuel assemblies for visual 

inspection, but shall not be used for stora e. < See 4. D > =< ee LCO 3.7.16> 

3. The spent fuel storage pool shall be filled with borated water at a concentration of at least 

1800 ppm boron whenever there are spent fuel assemblies in the storage pool.

4. Except for the two storage locations adjacent to the designated slot for the s 

storage rack neutron absorbing material surveillance s e . radiation, spent fuel 

assembly storage locations immedia acent to the spent fuel pool perimeter or 

divider walls sh e occupied by fuel assemblies which have been subcritical for 

t an one year.

_ LCO 3.7.12/SR 3.7.12.1 - See Insert 3.7.17-1 

Add Condition and Required Action - See Insert 3.7.17-2 

Unit I - Amendment 179 15.5.4-1 Sept 

Unit 2 - Amendment 183

ember 4, 1997

I



Spec 3.7.17 
Page 2 of 2

Figure 15.5.4-1 

Fuel Assembly IFBA Requirements

4.60 4.70 4.80 4.90 5.00

"T35U Enrichment (w/o) 

Note: 1.OX, 1.5X, and 2.OX IFBA rods have normal poison material loadings of 1.67, 2.50, and 
3.34 milligrams B-10 per inch, respectively.  

Tabe 37.1-1 -fj'jj
Unit 1 - Amendment 179 

Unit 2 - Amendment 183

15.5.4-2 September 4, 1997
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LCO 3.7.17 INSERTS

Insert 3.7.17-1:

LCO 3.7.12 Each fuel assembly stored in the spent fuel pool shall be within storage 

limits.  

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in the spent fuel storage pool.

A4ý

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.12.1 Verify by administrative means each fuel Prior to 
assembly to meet at least one of the storing fuel in 
following limits: the spent fuel 

storage pool 
a. The enrichment of the fuel assembly is 

< 4.6% w/o U-235; or 

b. The fuel assembly contains Integral 
Fuel Burnable Absorber (IFBA) rods in 
accordance with Figure 3.7.17-1.  

Insert 3.7.17-2: 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Requirements of the ------------ NOTE----------
LCO not met. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  

A.1 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore keff of stored 
fuel to < 0.95.

K

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

ED-2 ffE-1



Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

13-Nov-99 

JFD Number JFD Text

NUREG 1431 LCO 3.7.9 and LCOs 3.7.11 through 3.7.14 have not been adopted as part of the 
Point Beach conversion to the ITS. As such, NUREG 1431 LCO 3.7.17 has been renumbered 
to maintain sequential order in the Plant Systems Chapter.

ITS: 

B 3.07.12 

DELETED

NUREG: 

B 3.07.17

NIA

LCO 3.07.12 

LCO 3.07.12 F 3.07.17-01

LCO 3.07.17 

LCO 3.07.17 F 3.07.17-01

Page 1 of 3
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Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

13-Nov-99 

JFD Number JFD Text 

02 The LCO, Actions, Surveillance Requirements, and associated Bases of NUREG 1431 LCO 
3.7.17 have been modified to reflect the Point Beach new fuel storage vault and spent fuel 
storage pool designs. NRC SER dated April 4, 1979 approved installation of the spent fuel 
storage racks, NRC SER dated February 23, 1990 increased the fuel storage enrichment limits, 
and NRC SER dated September 4, 1997, approved increasing the fuel assembly enrichment 
storage capability. These proposed changes to the NUREG are consistent with the Safety 
Evaluation Reports referenced above and as described in the proposed ITS Bases.  

NUREG 1431 LCO 3.7.17 addresses spent fuel storage for plants which have both high and low 
density spent fuel storage racks (regionalized racks). Storage limits are established in LCO 
3.7.17 to ensure a maximum keff of 0.95 in the spent fuel pool based on the use of unborated 
water. Acceptable storage in the low density rack is limited by maximum fuel enrichment alone, 
while acceptable storage in the high density racks is a function of initial enrichment and fuel 
burnup. The Point Beach spent fuel storage racks are designed to allow storage of fuel with a 
maximum enrichment of 4.6 wt% U-235. Fuel with enrichments greater than 4.6 wt% may be 
stored as well, but must contain Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber (IFBA) to ensure a maximum 
keff of 0.95 based on the use of unborated water. While the Point Beach spent fuel storage 
racks are not regionalized as the NUREG addresses, specific storage limitations are warranted 
for criticality protection. As such, the following changes have been proposed to reflect the Point 
Beach design and licensing basis: 

The LCO title has been changed from "Spent Fuel Assembly Storage" to "Spent Fuel Pool 
Storage" in accordance with TSTF- 255, Rev. 1, as the limitations contained within the 
proposed LCO pertain to the spent fuel pool. Similarly, the LCO statement was changed to 
whenever fuel is stored in the spent fuel pool, versus stored in "Region 2" of the spent fuel pool, 
as the Point Beach spent fuel storage racks are not regionalized; there is only a single rack 
design.  

The LCO statement, associated Surveillance Requirement, and Figure 3.7.17-1 have been 
altered/replaced to reflect the storage limitations contained in the CTS, which are necessary to 
assure a maximum keff of 0.95 in the spent fuel pool based on the use of unborated water. As 
previously stated. these limits have been previously reviewed and approved by the NRC in a 
SER dated September 4, 1997.  

Required Action A. 1 has been changed to require initiation of action to restore keff of the stored 
fuel to less than or equal to 0.95. For new fuel which is found to be out of limits, movement of 
the fuel to the new storage vault or the new fuel shipping canister may be an acceptable action.  
This Required Action is acceptable based on the following: 1) While limited to storage of fuel 
less than or equal to 5.0 wt% U-235, the new fuel storage racks have been analyzed to maintain 
a Keff of less than or equal to 0.95 with Westinghouse 14x14 Optimized Fuel at an enrichment 
of 5.5% wt% (February 23, 1990 NRC SER). 2) The spent fuel pool keff storage limit is required 
by NRC guidelines to be calculated assuming no credit for soluble boron. However, the water in 
the spent fuel storage pool contains soluble boron (as addressed by proposed ITS LCO 3.7.11, 
"Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration"), which results in large subcriticality margins under 
normal conditions. Accordingly, no immediate criticality concern exits for the range 0V:fueI(.  
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Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

13-Nov-99 

JFD Number JFD Text 

concentrations and Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber loadings which may reasonably exist 
provided boron concentration is maintained in accordance with LCO 3.7.11.  

Complementary Bases changes have been provided which address the above changes, 
consistent with the Point Beach licensing basis.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.07.12 B 3.07.17 

FSAR N/A 

LCO 3.07.12 LCO 3.07,17 

LCO 3.07.17 

LCO 3.07.17 

LCO 3.07.12 COND A RA A.1 LCO 3.07.17 COND A RA A.1 

LCO 3.07.12 F 3.07.17-01 LCO 3.07.17 F 3.07.17-01 

SR 3.07.12.01 SR 3.07.17.01

03 The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information has been provided.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.07.12 B 3.07.17

Page 3 of 3



3.7

3.7. Spent 

LCO 3.7.  

Replace witt 

APPLICABILITY:

sert 3.7.17-1 W 
2 

Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in [Rgp4A of he 
spent fuel storage pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Requirements of the A.1 --------- NOTE------
LCO not met. LCO 3.0.3 is not 

applicable.  

Ilnitiate action Immediately 
F Replace with Insert 3.7.17-2 v moe th en nz mplying 

i ' Ifuel •,Lmbly from 

LS#•I on 2].  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVE ILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.17.1 Verify by administrative means the mit ,or to•o 
enrichment and burnu assembly storing the 
is in Awith Figure 3.7.17-1 or fuel assembly 
pecification 4.3.1.1. in [Region 2]

I Replace with Insert 3.7.17-3

Rev 1, 04/07/95

F

SWOG STS
3.7-38



Spent Fuel Assembly Storage 
3.7.17

40 
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INITIAL ENRICHMENT, % U-235

Not to be used for Operation 
For illustration purposes only.

Figure 3,7.17-1 (page I of 1) 
Fuel Assembly Burnup Limits in Region 2

I Replace with Insert 3.7.17-4

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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5.0
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WOG STS 3.7-39



LCO 3.7.17 INSERTS 

Insert 3.7.17-1: 

Each fuel assembly stored in the spent fuel pool shall be within storage 
limits.  

Insert 3.7.17-2: 

Initiate action to restore Keff of stored fuel to < 0.95.  

Insert 3.7.17-3:

Verify by administrative means each 
assembly meets at least one of the 
following limits;

fuel

a. The initial enrichment of the fuel 
assembly is < 4.6% w/o U-235; or 

b. The fuel assembly contains Integral 
Fuel Burnable Absorber (IFBA) rods 
within the "acceptable" range of 
Figure 3.7.12-1.

Prior to 
storing fuel in 
the spent fuel 
storage pool

SR 3.7.12.1



LCO 3.7.17 INSERTS

Insert 3.7.17-4:

4.70 4.80 4.90 5.00

2..U Enrichment (w/o)

Note: 1.0X. 1.5X, and 2.OX IFBA rods have normal 
loadings of 1.67. 2.50. and 3.34 milligrams B-10 
respectively.

poison material 
per inch,

Figure 3.7.12-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Fuel Assembly Storage Limits
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Spent Fuel

3,7 Plant Systems

B 3.7.  

BASES

BACKGROUND 

Replace with 
Insert B 3.7.17-1

In the Maximum Density Rack (MDR) [(Re fs. 1 and 2)] design, 
the spent fuel storage pool is divided into two separate and 
distinct regions which, for the purpose of criticality 
considerations, are considered as separate pools.  
[Region 1], with [336] storage positions, is designed t 
accommodate new fuel with a maximum enrichment of [4.6 wt% 
U-235, or spent fuel regardless of the discharge fue 
burnup. [Region 2], with [2670] storage positions is 
designed to accommodate fuel of various initial e richments 
which have accumulated minimum burnups within t e acceptable 
domain according to Figure 3.7.17-1. in the a ompanying 
LCO. Fuel assemblies not meeting the critera of 
Figure [3.7.17-1] shall be stored in accor nce with 
paragraph 4.3.1.1 in Section 4.3, Fuel S orage.  

The water in the spent fuel storage p ol normally contains 
soluble boron, which results in lar subcriticality margins 
under actual operating conditions. However, the NRC 
guidelines, based upon the accid t condition in which all 
soluble poison is assumed to h e been lost, specify that 
the limiting keff of 0.95 be e aluated in the absence of 
soluble boron. Hence, the sign of both regions is based 
on the use of unborated w er, which maintains each region 
in a subcritical conditi n during normal operation with the 
regions fully loaded, he double contingency principle 
discussed in ANSI N- .1-1975 and the April 1978 NRC letter 
(Ref. 3) allows cre it luble boron under other 

Daa b no a qT, cono Tons, since only a single 
accident need b considered at one time. For example, the 
most severe ac ident scenario is associated with the movement of fzel from [Region 1 to Region 2]. and accidental 
misloading/ f a fuel assembly in [Region 2]. This could 
potentiali y increase the criticality of [Region 2]. To 
mitigate'these postulated criticality related accidents.  
boron/4s dissolved in the pool water. Safe operation of the 
MDR ith no movement of assemblies may therefore be achieved 
by •ontrolling the location of each assembly in accordance 
•th the accompanying LCO. Prior to movement of an 

/assembly, it is necessary to perform SR 3.7.16.1.

WOG STS B 3.7.17-1 Rev 1, 04/07/95
Rev 1, 04/07/95

i I
I

WOG STS B 3.7.17 -1



Spent Fuel 

BASES

•e•Storage 
Approved 

Pool TSTF 255.R.1
B 3.7.  1 12

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

Replace with 
Insert B 3.7.17-2

LCO The restrictions on the placement of fuel assembliejs within 
the spent fuel pool, in accordance with Figure 3.7. 1, in 
the accompanying LCO, ensures the k ff of the spent fuel 
storage pool will always remain < 0.95, assuming the pool to 
be flooded with unborated water. Fuel asse "

14 Jmeeting the criteria f r ./ -1] shall be stored inn 
U acP Sprification 4-3.1.1 in Section 4 3-

APPLICABILLT This LCO applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in 
of he fuel storage pool.

ACTIONS

Replace with 
Insert B 3.7.17-3

A. 1 

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that 
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.

[Region 2] the fuel storage pool is not in accordance
Whn iuration of fuel assemblies stored in 
[Region 2] the ful storage pool is not in accordance 
wit Fi ue 3..7.17-1, or rah 4.3.1.1, the immediate 
action st ii i t action to ma ncessary fuel 
assembly movement(s) to bring the configurarcl~o 
compliance with Figure 3.7.17-1 or Specification 4.3- --

WOG STS B 3.7.17-2 Rev 1. 04/07/95

The hypothetical accidents can only take place during or as 
a result of the movement of an assembly (Ref. 4). For ese 
accident occurrences, the presence of soluble boro in the 
spent fuel storage pool (controlled by LCO 3.7 "Fuel 
Storage Pool Boron Concentration') prevent riticality in 
both regions. By closely controlling movement of each 
assembly and by checking the locat of each assembly after 
movement, the time period for ential accidents may be 
limited to a small fractio f the total operating time.  
During the remaining t period with no potential for 
accidents, the ope ion may be under the auspices of the 
accompanying L 

The co guration of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage 
po satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

1 ]

I

WOG STS B 3.7.17-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95



Spent Fuel S Storag

Approved PoolB 
TSTF 255,R.1 1 1

ACTIONS (continued) LŽ11 
If unable to move i1fu-ed-Yuel assemblies while in MODE 5 
or 6. LCO 3.0.3 would not be applicable. If unable to move 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the 
action is independent of reactor operation. Therefore, 
inability to move fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason 
to require a reactor shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7. 1

REFERENCES

2.

CaIIaway FSAR, Appendix 9 LA " " ensit'i Rack 1 
t" , FSAR. Section 9.4.2

3. Double contingency principle of ANSI N16.1-1975, as 
specified in the April 14, 1978 NRC letter 
(Section 1.2) and implied in the proposed revision to 
Regulatory Guide 1.13 (Section 1.4, Appendix A).  

4. .3r\ ectio, f! 7 .CI

NRC Safety Evaluation Report. USNRC to WEPCo, dated February 
23. 1990.

SNRC Safety Evaluation Report.  
September 4, 1997.

USNRC to WEPCo, dated

Rev 1, 04/07/95

BASES

This SR verifies by administrative means that the in 
enrichment and burnup of the fuel assembl accordance 
with Figure [3.7.17-1] in the a ying LCO. For fuel 

assemblies in the una e range of Figure 3.7.17-1, 
performance s SR will ensure compliance with S ation 4.3,1.1.

�-fIfl

1�-AI�

WOG STS B 3.7.17 -3



LCO 3.7.17 BASES INSERTS

Insert B 3.7.17-1: 

The spent fuel storage racks are designed to allow unrestricted 
storage of fuel with a maximum enrichment of 4.6 wt% U-235. Fuel 
with enrichments > 4.6 wt% may be stored as well, but must 
contain Integral Fuel Burnable Absorbers (IFBA). These 
limitations ensure a maximum keff of 0.95 based on the use of 
unborated water.  

The spent fuel storage pool will accommodate 1502 fuel 
assemblies. One location in the spent fuel storage pool is 
provided to allow rotation of a fuel assembly for visual 
inspection, but this location cannot be used for fuel storage. A 
general description of the spent fuel storage pool design is 
given in the FSAR Section 9.4 (Ref. 1).  

The water in the spent fuel storage pool contains soluble 
boron, which results in large subcriticality margins under 
normal conditions. However. the NRC guidelines, based upon 
the accident condition in which all soluble poison is 
assumed to have been lost, specify that the limiting k ef of 
0.95 be evaluated in the absence of soluble boron. Hence, 
the design of the spent fuel storage racks is based on the 
use of unborated water.



LCO 3.7.17 BASES INSERTS 

Insert B 3.7.17-2: 

The spent fuel pool keff storage limit of 0.95 can be exceeded as 
a result of an excessive pool cooldown or the inadvertent 
placement of a highly enriched fuel assembly between a 
storage rack module and the wall of the spent fuel pool.  
The spent fuel pool keff storage limit of 0.95 is maintained 
during these events by maintaining a minimum boron 
concentration (controlled by LCO 3.7.11, "Fuel Storage Pool 
Boron Concentration") of 700 ppm (Ref. 3). Simultaneous 
occurrence of these events is not postulated. The double 
contingency principle discussed in ANSI N-16.1-1975 and the 
April 1978 NRC letter (Ref. 2) allows credit for soluble 
boron under abnormal or accident conditions, since only a 
single accident need be considered at one time.  

Fuel assembly storage limits for fuel stored in the spent 
fuel storage pool satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.  

Insert B 3.7.17-3: 

When the fuel assembly storage limits specified in 
SR 3.7.12.1 are not met, immediate action must be initiated 
to restore the spent fuel pool kef storage limit of < 0.95.  
For new fuel which is found to be out of limits, movement of the 
fuel to the new fuel vault or the new fuel shipping container may 
be acceptable actions. While limited to storage of fuel < 
5.0 wt% U-235, the new fuel storage racks have been analyzed to 
maintain a kefr of < 0.95 with Westinghouse 14x14 Optimized Fuel 
at an enrichment of 5.5% wt% (Ref. 4).  

The spent fuel pool keff storage limit is required by NRC 
guidelines to be calculated assuming no credit for soluble boron.  
However, the water in the spent fuel storage pool contains 
soluble boron (as addressed by LCO 3.7.11, "Fuel Storage 
Pool Boron Concentration"), which results in large 
subcriticality margins under normal conditions. Accordingly, 
no immediate criticality concern exits for the range of fuel 
concentrations and IFBA loadings which may exist provided 
boron concentration is maintained in accordance with LCO 
3.7.11.



LCO 3.7.17 BASES INSERTS 

Insert B 3.7.17-4: 

This SR verifies by administrative means, that fuel 
assemblies are within acceptable limits for storage in the 
spent fuel pool. Fuel assemblies meeting at least one of 
the following storage limits may be stored in the spent 
fuel storage racks; 

1. Fuel assemblies with an initial enrichment of < 4.6% 
w/o U-235; or 

2. Fuel assemblies which contains Integral Fuel Burnable 
Absorber (IFBA) rods in the "acceptable range" of 
Figure 3.7.12-1.



No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

13-Nov-99 

NSHC Number NSHC Text 

A In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current Technical 
Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no technical changes to 
existing requirements. As such, this change is administrative in nature and does not impact 
initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of accident or transient events.  
Therefore, this change does not increase the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will not impose any new or eliminate any old requirements.  
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not significantly reduce the margin of safety because it has no 
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative. As such, there is 
no technical change to the requirements and, therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of 
safety.

Page 1 of 3



No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

13-Nov-99 

NSHC Number NSHC Text 

LA In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements from the Technical Specifications to the Bases, 
FSAR, or other plant controlled documents. The Bases and FSAR will be maintained using 
the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. In addition to 10 CFR 50.59 provisions, the Technical 
Specifications Bases are subject to the change process in the Administrative Controls 
Chapter of the ITS. Plant procedures and other plant controlled documents are subject to 
controls imposed by plant administrative procedures, which endorse applicable regulations 
and standards. Changes to the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled documents will be 
evaluated in accordance with the requirements of the Bases Control Program in Chapter 5.0 
of the ITS, 10 CFR 50.59, or plant administrative processes. Therefore, no increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated will be allowed.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation, The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and adequate 
control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to be moved from the Technical 
Specifications to the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled documents are as they currently 
exist. Future changes to the requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled 
documents will be evaluated in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, the 
Bases Control Program in Chapter 5.0 of the ITS, or the applicable plant process and no 
reduction in a margin of safety will be allowed.

Page 2 of 3



No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.17 

13-Nov-99 

NSHC Number NSHC Text 

M In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change provides more restrictive requirements for operation of the facility.  
These more stringent requirements do not result in operation that will increase the probability 
of initiating an analyzed event and do not alter the assumptions relative to the mitigation of an 
accident or transient event. These more restrictive requirements continue to ensure process 
variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent with the safety 
analyses. Therefore, this change does not increase the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change does impose different requirements. However, these 
changes are consistent with assumptions made in the safety analysis. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The imposition of more restrictive requirements either has no affect on or increases the 
margin of safety. Each change is providing additional restrictions to enhance plant safety.  
These changes are consistent with the safety analysis. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

Page 3 of 3



Spent Fuel Pool Storage 
3.7.12

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.12 Spent Fuel Pool Storage

LCO 3.7.12 

APPLICABILITY.

Each fuel assembly stored in the spent fuel pool shall be 
within storage limits.  

Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in the spent fuel 
storage pool.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Requirements of the ------------ NOTE----------
LCO not met. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  

A.1 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore keff of stored 
fuel to < 0.95.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.12.1 Verify by administrative means each fuel Prior to 
assembly meets at least one of the storing fuel in 
following limits; the spent fuel 

storage pool 
a. The initial enrichment of the fuel 

assembly is < 4.6% w/o U-235; or 

b. The fuel assembly contains Integral 
Fuel Burnable Absorber (IFBA) rods 
within the "acceptable" range of 
Figure 3,7,12-1.

DRAFT REV. APOINT BEACH 3.7.12-1
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Note: 1.0X, 1.5X. and 2.OX IFBA rods have normal poison material 
loadings of 1.67, 2.50, and 3.34 milligrams B-10 per inch, 
respectively.  

Figure 3.7.12-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Fuel Assembly Storage Limits
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Spent Fuel Pool Storage 
B 3.7.12

3.7 Plant Systems 

B 3.7.12 Spent Fuel Pool Storage 

BASES

BACKGROUND The spent fuel storage racks are designed to allow unrestricted 
storage of fuel with a maximum enrichment of 4.6 wt% U-235. Fuel 
with enrichments > 4.6 wt% may be stored as well, but must 
contain Integral Fuel Burnable Absorbers (IFBA). These 
limitations ensure a maximum keff of 0.95 based on the use of 
unborated water,

The spent fuel storage pool will accommodate 1502 fuel 
assemblies. One location in the spent fuel storage pool 
provided to allow rotation of a fuel assembly for visual 
inspection, but this location cannot be used for fuel storage.  
general description of the spent fuel storage pool design 
given in the FSAR Section 9.4 (Ref. 1).

is

A 
is

The water in the spent fuel storage pool contains soluble 
boron, which results in large subcriticality margins under 
normal conditions. However, the NRC guidelines, based upon 
the accident condition in which all soluble poison is 
assumed to have been lost, specify that the limiting k ff of 
0.95 be evaluated in the absence of soluble boron. Hence, 
the design of the spent fuel storage racks is based on the 
use of unborated water.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSIS

The spent fuel pool keff storage limit of 0.95 can be exceeded as 
a result of an excessive pool cooldown or the inadvertent 
placement of a highly enriched fuel assembly between a 
storage rack module and the wall of the spent fuel pool.  
The spent fuel pool keff storage limit of 0.95 is maintained 
during these events by maintaining a minimum boron 
concentration (controlled by LCO 3.7.11, "Fuel Storage Pool 
Boron Concentration") of 700 ppm (Ref. 3). Simultaneous 
occurrence of these events is not postulated. The double 
contingency principle discussed in ANSI N-16.1-1975 and the 
April 1978 NRC letter (Ref. 2) allows credit for soluble 
boron under abnormal or accident conditions, since only a 
single accident need be considered at one time.

POINT BEACH B 3.7.12-1 DRAFT REV. A
POINT BEACH B 3.7.12- 1 DRAFT REV, A
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BASES 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS (continued) 

Fuel assembly storage limits for fuel stored in the spent 
fuel storage pool satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.  

LCO The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblies within 
the spent fuel pool, in accordance with Figure 3.7.12-1. in 
the accompanying LCO, ensures the k eff of the spent fuel 
storage pool will always remain < 0.95, assuming the pool to 
be flooded with unborated water, 

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in the 
fuel storage pool.  

ACTIONS A.1 

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that 
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.  

When the fuel assembly storage limits specified in 
SR 3.7.12.1 are not met, immediate action must be initiated 
to restore the spent fuel pool keff storage limit of < 0.95.  
For new fuel which is found to be out of limits, movement of the 
fuel to the new fuel vault or the new fuel shipping container may 
be acceptable actions. While limited to storage of fuel < 
5.0 wt% U-235, the new fuel storage racks have been analyzed to 
maintain a keff of < 0.95 with Westinghouse 14x14 Optimized Fuel 
at an enrichment of 5.5% wt% (Ref. 4).  

The spent fuel pool keff storage limit is required by NRC 
guidelines to be calculated assuming no credit for soluble boron.  
However, the water in the spent fuel storage pool contains 
soluble boron (as addressed by LCO 3.7.11, "Fuel Storage 
Pool Boron Concentration"), which results in large 
subcriticality margins under normal conditions. Accordingly, 
no immediate criticality concern exits for the range of fuel 
concentrations and IFBA loadings which may exist provided 
boron concentration is maintained in accordance with LCO 
3.7.11.

POINT BEACH B 3.7.12-2 DRAFT REV. A
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BASES 

ACTIONS (continued) 

If unable to move fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, 
LCO 3.0.3 would not be applicable. If unable to move 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. the 
action is independent of reactor operation. Therefore, 
inability to move fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason 
to require a reactor shutdown.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7,12.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR verifies by administrative means, that fuel 
assemblies are within acceptable limits for storage in the 
spent fuel pool. Fuel assemblies meeting at least one of 
the following storage limits may be stored in the spent 
fuel storage racks; 

1. Fuel assemblies with an initial enrichment of < 4.6% 
w/o U-235. or 

2. Fuel assemblies which contains Integral Fuel Burnable 
Absorber (IFBA) rods in the "acceptable range" of 
Figure 3.7.12-1.  

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section. 9.4.  

2. Double contingency principle of ANSI N16.1-1975, as 
specified in the April 14, 1978 NRC letter 
(Section 1.2) and implied in the proposed revision to 
Regulatory Guide 1.13 (Section 1.4, Appendix A).  

3. NRC Safety Evaluation Report. USNRC to WEPCo, dated 
September 4. 1997.  

4. NRC Safety Evaluation Report, USNRC to WEPCo. dated 
February 23. 1990.

DRAFT REV. APOINT BEACH B 3.7,12-3
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

A.01 In the conversion of Point Beach current Technical Specifications (CTS) to the proposed plant 
specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain wording preferences or conventions are 
adopted which do not result in technical changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial 
changes, reformatting, and revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the 
Standard Technical Specifications, Westinghouse Plants, NUREG-1431, Revision 1 (i.e., 
Improved Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS)).  

CTS: ITS: 

15.03.04.1B LCO 3.07.13

A.02 The Bases of the current Technical Specifications for this section have been completely 
replaced by revised Bases that reflect the format and applicable content of PBNP ITS, consistent 
with the Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Plants, NUREG-1431. The revised 
Bases are as shown in the PBNP ITS Bases.

CTS: 

BASES

ITS: 

B 3.07.13

Page 1 of 5



Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

L.01 The CTS does not contain an explicit Mode of Applicability for secondary system dose 
equivalent iodine-1 31 activity. However, CTS Table 15.4.1-2 line item 8 requires secondary 
coolant sampling, except during periods of refueling shutdown, which verify dose equivalent 
iodine-131 activity is within limits. Refueling shutdown is defined as being a shutdown to move 
fuel to and from the reactor core with RCS temperature less than or equal to 140 degrees and a 
shutdown margin of at least 5%. The CTS does not contain Actions if the secondary activity limit 
is exceeded, which requires entry into CTS 15.3.0.b. CTS 15.3.0.b requires the unit to be 
placed into hot shutdown (equivalent to ITS Mode 3) within 7 hours and cold shutdown 
(equivalent to ITS Mode 5) within 37 hours. As such, the CTS Applicability for this requirement 
is unclear, as the surveillance is required whenever the reactor is not in a refueling shutdown (a 
shutdown to move fuel to and from the reactor core with RCS temperature less than or equal to 
140 degrees and a shutdown margin of at least 5%), while the Actions place the unit into the 
cold shutdown condition.  

The proposed ITS establishes an explicit Mode of Applicability with Required Actions which exit 
the Mode of Applicability if Dose Equivalent 1-131 exceeds its limit. The proposed Applicability 
of Mode 1, 2, 3, and 4, are based on the potential for secondary steam releases to the 
atmosphere, significant fuel damage, and primary or secondary boundary failures.  

Once a unit is placed into Mode 5 or 6, the steam generators are depressurized, primary to 
secondary leakage is minimal, and the potential for fuel damage is minimized. Based on the 
reduced energy states in Modes 5 and 6, fuel damage from Reactor Coolant Pump locked rotor 
and the potential for a Steam Generator Tube Rupture or Main Steam Line Break are unlikely.  
Therefore, monitoring of secondary specific activity is not necessary based on the probability for 
fuel damage and breach of primary or secondary boundaries at reduced pressures and 
temperatures.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.03.04.1B LCO 3.07.13 

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 08 (A)(6) LCO 3.07.13 

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 08 (B)(6) LCO 3.07.13
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

L. 02 CTS Table 15.4.1-2 line item 8 requires verification that the secondary dose equivalent iodine
131 limits are maintained once every week. The proposed ITS will require verification that 
secondary coolant Dose Equivalent 1-131 is within limits once every 31 days.  

Routine verification is acceptable based on the stability of this parameter, however, transients 
and events can result in variations in activity levels. Secondary activity is a relatively stable 
parameter, which tracks near linear with RCS activity and Steam Generator tube leakage.  
Significant increases in RCS activity are typified by events or transient involving significant 
power changes. Therefore, significant power changes can be considered precursors to 
increased secondary activity. Significant power changes require non-routine verification of RCS 
activity, alerting personnel to the need for non-routine or increased monitoring of secondary 
activity level. Increases in Steam Generator tube leakage can also be a precursor to increased 
secondary activity. Steam Generator leakage is detected through monitoring of RCS leakage 
rates and non-Technical Specification primary to secondary isotopic analysis. Absent increases 
in Steam Generator leakage or increased RCS activity levels, secondary coolant activity 
remains virtually unchanged. Accordingly, based on the stability of this parameter and the 
monitoring of several precursors to increased activity levels, a periodic frequency of once every 
31 days is acceptable.  

CTS: ITS: 
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 08 (A) SR 3.07,13.01 
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 08 (B) SR 3.07.13,01 

L.03 CTS Table 15.4.1-2 line item 8 requires verification that the secondary dose equivalent iodine
131 limits are maintained once every week. The proposed ITS will require verification that 
secondary coolant Dose Equivalent 1-131 is within limits once every 31 days.  

Routine verification is acceptable based on the stability of this parameter, however, transients 
and events can result in variations in activity levels. Secondary activity is a relatively stable 
parameter, which tracks near linear with RCS activity and Steam Generator tube leakage.  
Significant increases in RCS activity are typified by events or transient involving significant 
power changes. Therefore, significant power changes can be considered precursors to 
increased secondary activity. Significant power changes require non-routine verification of RCS 
activity, alerting personnel to the need for non-routine or increased monitoring of secondary 
activity level. Increases in Steam Generator tube leakage can also be a precursor to increased 
secondary activity. Steam Generator leakage is detected through monitoring of RCS leakage 
rates and non-Technical Specification primary to secondary isotopic analysis. Absent increases 
in Steam Generator leakage or increased RCS activity levels, secondary coolant activity 
remains virtually unchanged. Accordingly, based on the stability of this parameter and the 
monitoring of several precursors to increased activity levels, a periodic frequency of once every 
31 days is acceptable.  

CTS: ITS: 
15.03.01.D.08 SR 3.07.13.01 
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

LA.01 The CTS requires gross beta-gamma or gamma isotopic measurement to be taken to verify that 
secondary coolant specific activity is less than or equal to 1.0 pCi/gm Dose Equivalent 1-131.  
When gross specific activity is in excess of 1.0 pCi/gm, the CTS requires iodine concentration 
measurements.  

Proposed ITS SR 3.7.13.1 requires verification that secondary coolant specific activity is less 
than or equal to 1.0 pCi/gm Dose Equivalent 1-131, moving the method of determining 
compliance with the LCO limit to the Bases.  

Dose equivalent iodine activity is a subset of gross secondary system activity. As such, verifying 
gross secondary coolant activity, conservatively verifies secondary activity from Dose Equivalent 
iodine alone is within limits. Specific calculation of Dose equivalent 1-131 activity is only 
necessary when gross activity approaches or exceeds 1.0 pCi/gm.  

While the CTS specifically states which surveillance methods must be used, this level of detail is 
unnecessary in the ITS. The method of verifying LCO compliance is more appropriately 
controlled in documents such as the Bases and procedures. The method of performing these 
surveillances is independent of the actual regulatory requirement (verification that the LCO limit 
is met). Moving the method of performance to licensee control is appropriate based on the 
retention of the actual requirement within the Technical Specifications (verification that the limit 
is preserved). Since these details are not necessary to adequately describe the actual 
regulatory requirement, they can be moved to other documents without impact on safety. The 
Bases will be controlled by the Bases Control Process in Section 5 of the proposed ITS.  
Changes to plant procedures and other plant controlled documents are subject to controls 
imposed by plant administrative procedures, which endorse applicable regulations and 
standards.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 08 (A) SR 3.07.13.01 

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 08 (B) SR 3.07.13.01
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

M.01 The current Point Beach Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) dose analyses as referenced in the 
NRC Safety Evaluation Report for Technical Specification amendment 173/177, dated July 1, 
1997, are based solely on the activity contained in the Steam Generator (SG) associated with 
the ruptured Main Steam Line. No consequential or subsequent releases are accounted for in 
this calculation. Thyroid dose at the site boundary using this calculation is approximately 1.2 
Rem.  

Main Steam Line Break offsite radiological analyses have been performed for Point Beach using 
the analytical methods and assumptions outlined in the Standard Review Plan 15.1.5. The 
results of these analyses show that the radiological consequences of a MSLB do not exceed a 
small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 plant Exclusion Area Boundary limits for whole body and 
thyroid dose rates. Thyroid doses using the SRP methodology are approximately 8.0 Rem for 
an accident induced iodine spike and 8.3 Rem for the pre-accident iodine spike case. Whole 
body dose for both cases is approximately 0.03 Rem.  

While the secondary coolant specific activity limitation has remained unchanged, adoption of the 
SRP methodology is more restrictive than the CTS, because the SRP methodology requires 
calculation of offsite doses accounting for both pre and post accident RCS iodine spiking, in 
addition to consequential and subsequent releases.  

CTS: ITS: 

BASES B 3.07.13 

M.02 The CTS contains a Requirement to maintain secondary coolant activity less than or equal to 1.0 
microCi/g, however, the CTS does not contain Actions if this limit is exceeded. As such, the 
CTS requires entry into CTS 15.3.0.b, which requires the unit to be placed into hot shutdown 
(equivalent to ITS Mode 3) within 7 hours and cold shutdown (equivalent to ITS Mode 5) within 
37 hours. The proposed ITS will require the unit to be placed into Mode 3 within 6 hours and 
Mode 5 within 36 hours if secondary coolant activity exceeds 1.0 microCi/g. As such, the 
proposed ITS will require the unit to be placed into Mode 3 and 5 within a shorter time frame, 
making this change more restrictive.  

CTS: ITS: 

NEW LCO 3.07.13 COND A 

LCO 3.07.13 COND A RAA.1 

LCO 3.07.13 COND A RA A.2 
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4. If the leakage is determined to be primary to secondary steam generator leakage in 
excess of 500 GPD in either steam generator, the reactor shall be shutdown and the 

plant placed in the cold shutdown condition within 30 hours after detection.  

5. If any reactor coolant leakage exists through a non-isolable fault in a reactor coolant 
system component (exterior wall of the reactor vessel, piping, valve body, 

pressurizer or steam generator head), the reactor shall be shutdown, and cooldown to 
the cold shutdown condition shall be initiated within 24 hours of detection.  

6. Ile reactor shall not be restarted until the leak is repaired or until the problem is 
Lotherwise correctedjl[,•o n•

7. When the reactor is in power operation, two reactor coolant leak detection systems 
of different operating principles shall be in operation, with one of the two systems 
sensitive to radioactivity. The systems sensitive to radioactivity may be out of 
service for 48 hours provided two other means are available to detect leakage .

88. Secondary coolant gross radioactivity shall be monitored continuously by an airl 
ejector gas monitor 

Secondary coolant gross radioactivity shall be measured weekly. If the air ejector 

monitor is not operating, the secondary coolant gross radioactivity shall be measured 

daily to evaluate steam generator leak tightness.I

SR 3.7.13.1 Verify the specific activity of the secondary 
coolant is s 1.0 Ci/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I -131.

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 10 
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 12

15.3.1-12 July 12, 1976

31 days

" <See LCO 3.4.13 > I
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3. A minimum of 13,000 gallons of water per operating unit in the condensate storage 
tanksland an unlimited water -upply from the lake via either leg of the plant Service 

SWater System. Se C .. > 

4. System piping and valves required to function dunýn accident conditions directly 
associated with the above co ponents o erable. I

B. The dose equivalent iodine-131 activity on the secondary side of the steam generator shall not 
Sexceed 1.0 gCi/g.• .. ] L~co 3.7.13 The specific activity of the secondary coolant shall be 

I - 1.0 wjCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131.

LF-•< See LC0 3.7.5 > I

SMode of Applicability estabished to be Modes 1, 2. 3. and 4

A. Specific activity not within 
limit.

Al1 

AND 

A. 2

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 173 

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 177

ADD ACTIONS 

Be in MODE 3.  

Be in MODE 5.

6 hours 

36 hours

July 1, 1997

15.3.4-2

5. Both atmospheric steam dump lines shall be operable. If either of the atmospheric 

steam dump lines is determined to be inoperable, restore the inoperable line to an 
operable status within 24 hours. If operability cannot be restored, be in hot shutdown 
within six hours and cold shutdown within 24 hours. <See LCO 3.7.4> I

C. During power operation the requirements of 15.3.4.A.2.a and b may be modified to allow the 
following components to be inoperable for a specified time. If the system is not restored to 
meet the requirements of 15.3.4.A.2.a and b within the time period specified, the specified 
action must be taken. If the requirements of 15.3.4.A.2.a and b are not satisfied within an 

additional 48 hours, the appropriate reactor(s) shall be cooled down to less than 350'F.  

1. Two Unit Operation - One of the four operable auxiliary feedwater pumps may be out
of-service for the below specified times. A turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
may be out of service for up to 72 hours. If the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater 
pump cannot be restored to service within the 72 hour time period the associated 
reactor shall be in hot shutdown within the next 12 hours. A motor driven auxiliary 
feedwater pump may be out of service for up to 7 days. If the inoperable motor driven 
auxiliary feedwater pump cannot be restored to service within the 7 day time period 
both of the reactors shall be in hot shutdown within the next 12 hours.

I

iI
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For the purposes of determining a maximum allowable secondary coolant activity, the steam break 
accident is based on a postulated release of the contents of one steam generator to the atmosphere 
using a site boundary dose limit. The limiting dose for this accident results from iodine in the 
secondary coolant. 1-131 is the dominant isotope because of its low derived air concentration and 
because the other iodine isotopes have shorter half-lives and therefore cannot buildup to significant 
concentrations in the secondary coolant, given the limitations on primary system leak rate and 
activity. It is assumed that the accident occurs at zero load, which is when the maximum amount of 
water is contained in one steam generator. One tenth of the contained iodine is assumed to reach the 
site boundary, making allowance for plate-out and retention in water droplets. It is conservative to 
measure gross beta-gamma activity except when the gross activity exceeds or equals 1.0 tCi/g. At 
this time the iodine- 131 activity must be measured.  

The maximum inhalation dose at the site boundary is then as follows:

Dose (rem) =
x B(t)x - x DCF 

10 Q

where:
C = secondary coolant activity (1.0 .tCi/g = 0.001 Ci/kg)

V = water volume in one steam generator 
(2877 ft3 = 62,250 kg) 

B(t) = breathing rate (3.47 x 10-' m3/sec) 

y,/Q = 5.0 x 10' sec/m3 

DCF = 1.07 x 106 rem/Ci 1-131 inhaled 

The resultant dose is approximately 1.2 rem.  

References: 
FSAR Section 10 
FSAR Section 14

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 173 

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 177

15.3.4-3 July 1, 1997
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TABLE 15.4.1-2 (Continued) 

Test Frequency 

7. Spent Fuel Pit a) Boron Concentration Monthly 

< See LCO 3.7.15/16 > b) Water Level 
Verification Weekly

8. Secondary Coolant

9. Control Rods a) Rod drop times of all Each refueling or 
full length rods o after maintenance that could affect 

< See Section 3.1 > proper finctioning ) 

b) Rodworth measurement, Following each refueling 
shutdown prior to commencing power 
operation 

10. Control Rod Partial movement of Every 2 weeks () 

all rods 

11. Pressurizer Safety Valves Set point 1< See 3.4 <' Every five years ( 

12. Main Steam Safety Valves Set Point < See 3.7 > Every five years ( 

13. Containment Isolation Trip Functioning < See 3.6/3.7 / 7 Each refueling shutdown 

14. Refueling System Interlocks Functioning < eeI i Each refueling shutdown 

15. Service Water System Functioning <1 SeI.7.8> Ec rfeigsudw 

16. Primary System Leakage Evaluate See 3 .4 > Monthly (6 

17. Diesel Fuel Supply Fuel inventory > al 

18. Deleted 

19. Deleted 

20. Boric Acid System Storage Tank and Daily(' 9) 
piping temperatures 

< See Section 3.5 > >temperature required 
by Table 15.3.2-1

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 176 
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 180 August 6, 1997Page 2 of 5



Spe 3.7.18 
IPage 5 of 5

TABLE 15.4.1-2 (Continued)

30. Pressurizer Heaters Verify that 100 KW of Quarterly < See 3.4 
heaters are available.  

I 31. CVCS Charging Pumps Verify operability Quarterly 
pumps.7 1 < See 3.  

132. Potential Dilution in Verify operability of Prior to placing plant in Progress 

Alarm alarm. < eeI 3.3I>1 cold shutdown.  

33. Core Power Distribution Perform power distribu- Monthly • 
tion maps using movable 
incore detector system < See 3.2 > 

to confirm hot channel 
factors.  

34. Shutdown Margin Perform shutdown margin Daily•2) < See 3. 1 

calculation.

Unit I - Amendment No. 171 

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 175

January 16, 1997

Page 4 of 5



Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

JFD Number JFD Text 

01 NUREG 1431 LCO 3.7.9 and LCOs 3.7.11 through 3.7.14 have not been adopted as part of the 
Point Beach conversion to the ITS. As such, NUREG 1431 LCO 3.7.18 has been renumbered 
to maintain sequential order in the Plant Systems Chapter.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.07.13 B 3.07.18 

LCO 3.07.13 LCO 3.07,18 

LCO 3.07.18 

SR 3.07.13.01 SR 3.07.18.01

The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information has been provided.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.07.13 B 3.07.18 

LCO 3.07.13 LCO 3.07.18 

SR 3.07.13.01 SR 3.07.18.01 

SR 3.07.18.01 

SR 3.07.18.01

Page 1 of 3

02



Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

JFD Number JFD Text 

03 The Bases for NUREG 1431 LCO 3.7.18 "Secondary Specific Activity" contains a description of 
the assumptions and calculational methods used in the Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) offsite 
dose analysis. This description has been changed to address calculations performed for Point 
Beach in accordance with the methods and assumptions contained in NRC Standard Review 
Plan 15.1.5, "Steam Piping Failures Inside and Outside of Containment" (PWR), Rev. 2, dated 
July 1981.  

The current Point Beach MSLB dose analysis as referenced in the NRC Safety Evaluation 
Report for Technical Specification amendment 173/177, dated July 1, 1997, is based solely on 
the activity contained in the Steam Generator (SG) associated with the ruptured Main Steam 
Line. No consequential or subsequent releases are accounted for in this calculation. Thyroid 
dose at the site boundary using this calculation is approximately 1.2 Rem.  

Main Steam Line Break offsite radiological analyses have been performed for Point Beach using 
the analytical methods and assumptions outlined in the Standard Review Plan 15.1.5. The 
results of these analyses show that the radiological consequences of a MSLB do not exceed a 
small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 plant Exclusion Area Boundary limits for whole body and 
thyroid dose rates. Thyroid doses using the SRP methodology are approximately 8.0 Rem for 
an accident induced iodine spike and 8.3 Rem for the pre-accident iodine spike case. Whole 
body dose for both cases is approximately 0.03 Rem.  

Using the SRP methodology, two offsite dose calculations are performed, one assuming a pre
accident RCS iodine spike, and the second involving an iodine spike as a result of the MSLB.  
The affected Steam Generator (SG) will release all of the radioiodines initially contained in the 
SG and radioiodines transferred from the Reactor Coolant System through SG tube leakage. A 
portion of the iodine activity initially contained in the intact SG is also accounted for in the dose 
calculations, in addition to radioiodines and noble gases released during plant cooldown through 
SG tube leakage.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.07.13 B 3.07.18 

04 The Bases for NUREG 1431 LCO 3.7.18 contain a discussion of offsite dose based on a normal 
plant trip with Steam Generator specific activity at the secondary limit. Specific offsite dose 
calculations for normal operational occurrence are not available, accordingly, this statement has 
been omitted.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.07.13 B 3.07.18 

Page 2 of 3



Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

JFD Number JFD Text 

05 The Bases for NUREG 1431 LCO 3.7 18 Required Actions A.1 and A.2 have been revised.  
NUREG Bases imply a restoration time exists, when the Required Actions require the unit to be 
placed into Mode 3 within 6 hours and Mode 5 within 36 hours. As such, the Bases have been 
revised to reflect the proposed ITS.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.07.13 B 3.07.18 

06 The method of determining compliance with the secondary coolant specific activity limit of 
proposed ITS LCO 3.7.13 has been revised to be consistent with the CTS. ITS SR 3.7.13.1 
requires verification that secondary coolant specific activity is less than or equal to 1.0 PCi/gm 
Dose Equivalent 1-131. The CTS specifically states that a gross beta-gamma or gamma 
isotopic measurement fulfills this requirement when gross beta-gamma activity is less than or 
equal to 1.0 pCi/gm. When gross activity is in excess of 1.0 pCi/gm, iodine concentration 
measurements are required.  

Dose equivalent iodine activity is a subset of gross secondary system activity. As such, verifying 
gross secondary coolant activity, conservatively verifies secondary activity from Dose 
Equivalent iodine alone is within limits. Specific calculation of Dose equivalent 1-131 activity 
may only be necessary when gross activity approaches or exceeds 1.0 pCi/gm.  

While the CTS specifically states which surveillance methods must be used, this level of detail 
is unnecessary in the ITS as discussed in Description of Change LA. 1 of this LCO. Methods for 
verifying compliance are stated in the proposed ITS Bases.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.07.13 B 3.07.18 

07 The Bases for NUREG 1431, LCO 3.7.18, implies that the release of secondary specific activity 
is only assumed in the Main Steam Line Break accident, while it is assumed in the calculation of 
offsite dose for other design basis accidents to include; reactor coolant pump locked rotor, 
steam generator tube rupture accident. The MSLB is the most limiting relative to secondary 
specific activity, and is therefore used to establish the secondary coolant activity limit.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.07.13 B 3.07.18 

Page 3 of 3
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13 -

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS r 

3.7,• Secondary Specific Activity

LCD 3.C7.BLT 

APPLICABILITY.-

Th ific activity of the secondary coolant shall be 
S[0.10] Ci/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I -131.  

1, 2 2 

MODES 1, 2. 3. and 4.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Specific activity not A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
within limit.  

AND 

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7. 11 Verify the specific act f the 31 days 
secondary coolant is < [0.10] ,Ci/gm DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131.  

1.0LL

Rev 1, 04/07/95WOG STS 3,7-40



Secondary Specific Activi 
F-1 B 3.71

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEI

B3.7 

BASES

BACKGROUND

3/ 
Replace with Insert 
B 3.7.18-1

WE

Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam 
generator tube outleakage from the Reactor Coolant System 
(RCS). Under steady state conditions, the activity is 
primarily iodines with relatively short half lives and, 
thus, indicates current conditions. During transients, 
1-131 spikes have been observed as well as increased 
releases of some noble gases. Other fission product 
isotopes, as well as activated corrosion products in lesser 
amounts, may also be found in the secondary coolant.  

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power 
operation minimizes releases to the environment because of 
normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and 
accidents.

This limit is lower than the activity value that might 
expected from a 1 gpm tube leak (LCO 3.4.13, "RC 
Operational LEAKAGE") of primary coolant e limit of 
[1.0] Ci/gm (LCO 3.4.16, "RCS Spe Activity"). The 
steam line failure is assum result in the release of 
the noble gas and io activity contained in the steam 
generator "ine y. the feedwater, and the reactor coolant 
LEAKAGEost of the iodine isotopes have short half lives, 

• ,< 20 hours), -13. with "a hialt Ii] O 
concet~f-rats asterf LAn it3 Il,' oe s not reach 

Le ui 'blo~wdown and other losses.

Operating a unit at the allowable limits could result in a 
2 hour EAB exposure of a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 
(Ref. 1) limits, or the limits established as the NRC staff 
approved licensing basis.

WOG STS B 3.7.18-1 Rev 1. 04/07/95

With the specified activity limit, the resultant 
thyroid dose to a person at the exclu ea boundary 
(EAB) would be about 0.58 the main steam safety 
valves (MSSVs or 2 hours following a trip from full

WOG STS B 3.7.18-1 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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13 
BAS ES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

Replace with 

Insert B 3.77.18-72

The accident analysis of the main steam j ine break (MSLB),) 
as discussed in the FSAR, Chapter [15]L (Ref. 2) assumes the 
initial secondary coolant specific activt to have a 
radioactive isotope concentration of 0).10 ,.ri/gm DnOH 
EQUIVALENT 1-131, This assumption is in the analysis 
for determininq the radioloqical consequences of the

Secondary specific activity limits satisfy Criterion 2 of 
the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific 
ac it of the secondary coolant is required to be 
_< 0O.10] ACi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 to limit the 
radiological consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) 
to a small fraction of the required limit (Ref. 1).

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant 
ensures that when secondary specific activity limits are,

WOG STS B 3.7.18-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95

postulated accident. The accident analysis, based on this 
and other assumptions, shows that the radiological 
consequences of an MSLB do not exceed a small fraction of 
the unit EAB limits (Ref. 1) for whole body and thyro' dose 
rates.  

With the loss of offsite power, the remaining Z eam 
generators are available for core decay heat issipation by 
venting steam to the atmosphere through t MSSVs and steam 
generator atmospheric dump valves ( ADV The Auxiliary 
Feedwater System supplies the necess y makeup to the steam 
generators. Venting continues un the reactor coolant 
temperature and pressure have d reased sufficiently for the 
Residual Heat Removal System o complete the cooldown.  

In the evaluation of th radiological consequences of this 
accident, the activit released from the steam generator 
connected to the f 'led steam line is assumed to be released 
directly to the vironment. The unaffected steam generator 
is assumed to ischarge steam and any entrained activity 
through th SSVs and ADVs during the event. Since no 
credit i taken in the analysis for activity plateout or 
reten 'on, the resultant radiological consequences represent 
a c servative estimate of the potential integrated dose due 

the postulated steam line failure.

WOG STS B 3.7.18-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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LCO (continued)

exceeded, appropriate actions are taken in a timely manner 
to place the unit in an operational MODE that would minimize 
the radiological consequences of a DBA.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 
activity 
releases

1, 2. 3, and 4, the limits on secondary specific 
apply due to the potential for secondary steam 
to the atmosphere.

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not being used 
for heat removal. Both the RCS and steam generators are 
depressurized, and primary to secondary LEAKAGE is minimal.  
Therefore, monitoring of secondary specific activity is not 
required,

ACTIONS

Replace with 
Insert 8 3,7.18-3

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

A.1 and A.2

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 exceeding the allowable value .- em-
secondary coolant, is an indicationD of aw rih 36 un the RCS 
and contributes to increased poso. -•'•ent doses. If thee 
secondary specific ac 'i annot be restored to within 
limits Wit associated Completion Time, the unit must 

• ced in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply, FTO 

achieve this status. the unit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The 

allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SR 3.7. E 

This SR verifies that the secondary specific activity is 
within the limits of the accident analysis._] gaa&-
lisotopic analysis of the secondary o ch determines 

DOSE EQUIVALENT 111 alidity of the safety 
lanalysis as "s as to the source terms inn post accident 

s. it also serves to identify and trend any unusual 
isotopic concentrations that might indicate changes in,

WOG STS B 3.7.18-3 Rev 1. 04/07/95

BASES

WOG STS B 3.7.18-3 Rev 1, 04/07/95



SSecondary Specific Activit_ 
B 3. 7 i~bo 

13 
BASES 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

reactor coolant activity or LEAKAGE. The 31 day Frequency 
is based on the detection of increasing trends of the level 
of DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, and allows for appropriate action 
to be taken to maintain levels below the LCO limit.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11.  

2. FSAR, Chapter • 14.2.5ll 

Ii

3. NUREG 0800, USNRC Standard Review Plan, 15.1.5, Steam Piping 
Failures Inside and Outside of Containment (PWR). Rev. 2. July 
1981. H-tz

Rev 1, 04/07/95WOG STS B 3.7.18-4



LCO 3.7.18 BASES INSERTS 

Insert B 3.7.18-1: 

The release of secondary system activity is assumed in 
several accidents to include: reactor coolant pump locked 
rotor, steam generator tube rupture, and Main Steam Line 
Break. The MSLB is the most limiting relative to secondary 
activity and is therefore used to establish the secondary 
coolant activity limit.  

The MSLB involves a complete severance of a main steam line 
outside containment. The affected SG will rapidly 
depressurize and release to the outside atmosphere all of 
the radioiodines initially contained in the SG and the 
radioiodines which are transferred from the primary coolant 
through SG tube leakage. Iodine and noble gas activity is 
also released from the intact SG. A portion of the iodine 
activity initially contained in the intact SG is released, 
in addition to radioiodines and noble gases from the RCS 
through SG tube leakage, during plant cooldown to Residual 
Heat Removal entry conditions.  

Insert B 3.7.18-2: 

MSLB. The MSLB offsite radiological analysis uses the 
analytical methods and assumptions outlined in the Standard 
Review Plan (Ref. 3). The result of the radiological 
analysis for this event shows that the radiological 
consequences of an MSLB do not exceed a small fraction of 
the plant Exclusion Area Boundary limits (Ref. 1) for whole 
body and thyroid dose rates.  

Two offsite dose analyses are performed, one assuming a pre
accident RCS iodine spike, and the second involving an RCS 
iodine spike as a result of the MSLB. For the pre-accident 
iodine spike. it is assumed that a reactor transient has 
occurred prior to the MSLB which has raised the RCS DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131 concentration to the allowed Technical 
Specification value of 50 PCi/gm. For the accident
initiated iodine spike, the reactor trip associated with the 
MSLB creates an iodine spike in the RCS which increases the 
iodine release rate from the fuel to the RCS to a value of 
500 times greater than the release rate corresponding to the 
maximum proposed equilibrium RCS DOSE EQUIVALENT I -131 
Technical Specification concentration of 0.8 gCi/gm. The 
duration of the accident-initiated iodine spike is assumed 
to be 1.6 hours.  

The following is a summary of other major assumptions and 
parameters used in both the pre and post accident cases 
outlined above:



LCO 3.7.18 BASES INSERTS

1. Primary and secondary system activities are at 
equilibrium prior to the accidents.  

2. The RCS noble gas activity is based on a fuel defect 
level of 1.0%. This is approximately equal to 
100/E-bar ,Ci/gm for gross radioactivity.  

3. The secondary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be 
1,0 ,Ci/gm of DOSE EQUIVALENT I -131.  

4. Primary to secondary SG tube leakage in each SGs is 
assumed to be 0.35 gpm.  

5. The atmospheric dispersion factor (x/Q) at site 
boundary during the two hours following the accident is 
5.0 x 10-1 m3/sec.  

6. Breathing rate used to calculate the thyroid dose for 
the accidents is 3.47 x 10-4 m3/sec.  

7. The SG connected to the ruptured main steam line is 
assumed to boil dry within 30 minutes.  

8. All of the activity contained in the steam generator 
connected to the ruptured steam line is assumed to be 
released directly to the environment. No credit is 
taken for activity plate out or retention.  

9. Iodine carried over to the faulted SG by SG tube leaks 
is assumed to be released directly to the environment.  

10. No credit is taken for iodine removal from steam 
released to the condenser prior to reactor trip and 
concurrent loss of offsite power.  

11. With the loss of offsite power, the remaining intact 
steam generator is available for core decay heat 
removal by venting steam to the atmosphere, 

12. The intact steam generator is assumed to discharge 
entrained activity to the atmosphere. The iodine 
partition factor for the intact SG is assumed to be 
0.01.  

13. The Auxiliary Feedwater System supplies makeup to the 
intact steam generator.  

14. Venting of steam from the intact SG continues unti, the, 
reactor coolant temperature and pressure have decreased 
sufficiently for the Residual Heat Removal System to be 
placed into operation to complete the cooldown. Eight



LCO 3.7.18 BASES INSERTS

hours after the accident, the residual heat removal 
system is assumed to be placed into operation.  

Insert B 3.7.18-3: 

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 exceeding the allowable secondary 
coolant limit, could result in post accident offsite doses 
in excess of a small fraction of the required limit 
(Ref. 1). Accordingly. the unit must be placed in a MODE in 
which the LCO does not apply.  

Insert B 3.7.18-4: 

A gross beta-gamma or gamma isotopic analysis of the secondary 
coolant, may be used to confirm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 is 
< 1.0 pCi/gm. Confirmation of gross activity is a conservative 
means of determining compliance with the LCO limit. However, if 
gross activity exceeds the 1.0 4Ci/gm limit, an isotopic analysis 
should be performed to determine DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, to 
prevent unnecessary shutdowns. Performance of this SR confirms 
the validity of the safety analysis assumptions as to the 
secondary system source terms for post accident releases.



No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

NSHC Number NSHC Text 

A In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current Technical 
Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no technical changes to 
existing requirements. As such, this change is administrative in nature and does not impact 
initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of accident or transient events.  
Therefore, this change does not increase the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will not impose any new or eliminate any old requirements.  
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not significantly reduce the margin of safety because it has no 
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative. As such, there is 
no technical change to the requirements and, therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of 
safety.

Page 1 of 7



No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

NSHC Number NSHC Text 

L.01 In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The implied CTS Mode of Applicability for Secondary Activity has been clarified to be Modes 
1, 2, 3, and 4. The CTS Applicability for this requirement is unclear, as the surveillance is 
required whenever the reactor is not in a refueling shutdown (a shutdown to move fuel to and 
from the reactor core with RCS temperature less than or equal to 140 degrees and a 
shutdown margin of at least 5%), while the Actions place the unit into the cold shutdown 
condition.  

These proposed changes clarify an ambiguous relationship between the LCO Actions, and 
Surveillance applicability. The probability for previously evaluated accidents is independent 
of the applicability for assumed input parameters to the offsite dose calculation. As such the 
probability of previously evaluated accident is not significantly altered.  

The proposed Applicability of Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4, is based on the potential for secondary 
steam releases to the atmosphere as a result of previously evaluated accidents. Based on 
the reduced energy states in Modes 5 and 6, fuel damage from Reactor Coolant Pump locked 
rotor is unlikely, and the potential for a Steam Generator Tube Rupture or Main Steam Line 
Break with associated secondary release is also unlikely. The proposed Applicability will 
require secondary coolant activity to be maintained within limits whenever secondary side 
release potential from an analyzed accident exists. Based on this, the secondary activity 
input assumption associated with these accidents is assured, and the consequences for 
previously evaluated accident are not significantly increased.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed). Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not significantly reduce a margin of safety because the proposed 
Mode of Applicability for secondary activity is consistent with the accident analysis 
assumptions made relative to secondary releases. Accordingly, this change does not involve 
a significant reduction in a margin of safety.  

Page 2 of 7



No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.07.18 

13-Nov-99 

NSHC Number NSHC Text 

L.02 In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any equipment or hardware changes. The proposed change 
extends the frequency for routine verification of secondary coolant activity from weekly to 
once every 31 days. The frequency of surveillance testing is not an initiator for previously 
analyzed events. The proposed increase in frequency is acceptable based on the stability of 
the parameter monitored and the availability of other indicators which will alert personnel to 
potential changes in secondary activity. Based on the change not presenting any new 
equipment or operational modes, the probability of previously evaluated accidents is not 
significantly altered.  

Periodic verification of secondary activity provides assurance that operations will be 
conducted within analyzed limits. The frequency for performing secondary sampling does not 
directly influence activity levels. Secondary activity is a stable parameter, which tracks 
linearly with RCS activity and Steam Generator tube leakage. Significant increases in RCS 
activity are typified by events or transients involving significant power changes. Significant 
power changes require non-routine verification of RCS activity, alerting personnel to potential 
for changes in secondary activity. Increases in Steam Generator tube leakage are detected 
through monitoring of RCS leakage rate and primary to secondary isotopic analysis.  
Accordingly, direct and indirect non-routine indications are available which supplement 
routine secondary activity verification. Based on the availability of precursor information, 
reasonable assurance that secondary activity is maintained within limits exists. By 
maintaining secondary activity within analysis limits, the consequences of previously 
evaluated accidents are not significantly changed.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Secondary coolant activity is a stable parameter, with direct and indirect indicators which 
supplement routine verifications as previously discussed. Based on the existence of 
precursor monitoring, the increase in routine testing frequency will not result in any significant 
increase in undetectable surveillance failures. As such, it has been concluded that this 

Page 3 of 7
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NSHC Number NSHC Text 

change does not represent a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

Page 4 of 7
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13-Nov-99 

NSHC Number NSHC Text 

L.03 In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any equipment or hardware changes. The proposed change 
eliminates the continuous monitoring requirement via the condenser air ejector monitor.  
Discontinuing the required use of the air ejector radioactivity monitor for continuously 
monitoring secondary coolant activity will not initiate any previously analyzed events. The 
proposed deletion of this Technical Specifications requirment is acceptable based on the 
stability of the parameter monitored and the availability of other indicators which will alert 
personnel to potential changes in secondary activity. Based on the change not presenting 
any new equipment or operational modes, the probability of previously evaluated accidents is 
not significantly altered.  

Periodic verification of secondary activity provides assurance that operations will be 
conducted within analyzed limits. The frequency for performing secondary sampling does not 
directly influence activity levels. Secondary activity is a stable parameter, which tracks 
linearly with RCS activity and Steam Generator tube leakage. Significant increases in RCS 
activity are typified by events or transients involving significant power changes. Significant 
power changes require non-routine verification of RCS activity, alerting personnel to potential 
for changes in secondary activity. Increases in Steam Generator tube leakage are detected 
through monitoring of RCS leakage rate and primary to secondary isotopic analysis.  
Accordingly, direct and indirect non-routine indications are available which supplement 
routine secondary activity verification. Based on the availability of precursor information, 
reasonable assurance that secondary activity is maintained within limits exists. By 
maintaining secondary activity within analysis limits, the consequences of previously 
evaluated accidents are not significantly changed.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated, 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Secondary coolant activity is a stable parameter, with direct and indirect indicators which 
supplement Technical Specifications required routine verifications as previously discussed.  
Based on the existence of precursor monitoring, the increase in routine testing frequency will 

Page 5 of 7
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13-Nov-99 

NSHC Number NSHC Text 

not result in any significant increase in undetectable surveillance failures. As such, it has 
been concluded that this change does not represent a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety.  

LA In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements from the Technical Specifications to the Bases, 
FSAR, or other plant controlled documents. The Bases and FSAR will be maintained using 
the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. In addition to 10 CFR 50.59 provisions, the Technical 
Specifications Bases are subject to the change process in the Administrative Controls 
Chapter of the ITS. Plant procedures and other plant controlled documents are subject to 
controls imposed by plant administrative procedures, which endorse applicable regulations 
and standards. Changes to the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled documents will be 
evaluated in accordance with the requirements of the Bases Control Program in Chapter 5.0 
of the ITS, 10 CFR 50.59, or plant administrative processes. Therefore, no increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated will be allowed.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and adequate 
control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to be moved from the Technical 
Specifications to the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled documents are as they currently 
exist. Future changes to the requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled 
documents will be evaluated in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, the 
Bases Control Program in Chapter 5.0 of the ITS, or the applicable plant process and no 
reduction in a margin of safety will be allowed.

Page 6 of 7
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NSHC Number NSHC Text 

M In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change provides more restrictive requirements for operation of the facility.  
These more stringent requirements do not result in operation that will increase the probability 
of initiating an analyzed event and do not alter the assumptions relative to the mitigation of an 
accident or transient event. These more restrictive requirements continue to ensure process 
variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent with the safety 
analyses. Therefore, this change does not increase the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant 
operation. The proposed change does impose different requirements. However, these 
changes are consistent with assumptions made in the safety analysis. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The imposition of more restrictive requirements either has no affect on or increases the 
margin of safety. Each change is providing additional restrictions to enhance plant safety.  
These changes are consistent with the safety analysis. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

Page 7 of 7



Secondary Specific Activity 
3.7.13

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.13 Secondary Specific Activity

LCO 3.7.13 

APPLICABILITY:

The specific activity of the secondary coolant shall be 
< 1.0 PCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Specific activity not A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
within limit.  

AND 

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.13,1 Verify the specific activity of the 31 days 
secondary coolant is < 1.0 PCi/gm DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131.

DRAFT REV. APOINT BEACH 3.7.13-1



Secondary Specific Activity 
B 3.7.13

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.13 Secondary Specific Activity 

BASES

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam 
generator tube outleakage from the Reactor Coolant System 
(RCS). Under steady state conditions, the activity is 
primarily iodines with relatively short half lives and.  
thus, indicates current conditions. During transients.  
1-131 spikes have been observed as well as increased 
releases of some noble gases. Other fission product 
isotopes, as well as activated corrosion products in lesser 
amounts, may also be found in the secondary coolant.  

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power 
operation minimizes releases to the environment because of 
normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and 
accidents.  

The release of secondary system activity is assumed in 
several accidents to include: reactor coolant pump locked 
rotor. steam generator tube rupture, and Main Steam Line 
Break, The MSLB is the most limiting relative to secondary 
activity and is therefore used to establish the secondary 
coolant activity limit.  

The MSLB involves a complete severance of a main steam line 
outside containment. The affected SG will rapidly 
depressurize and release to the outside atmosphere all of 
the radioiodines initially contained in the SG and the 
radioiodines which are transferred from the primary coolant 
through SG tube leakage. Iodine and noble gas activity is 
also released from the intact SG, A portion of the iodine 
activity initially contained in the intact SG is released, 
in addition to radioiodines and noble gases from the RCS 
through SG tube leakage, during plant cooldown to Residual 
Heat Removal entry conditions.  

Operating a unit at the allowable limits could result in a 
2 hour EAB exposure of a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 
(Ref. 1) limits, or the limits established as the NRC staff 
approved licensing basis.

POINT BEACH B 3.7.13-1 DRAFT REV. A
POINT BEACH B 3.7.13- 1 DRAFT REV. A



Secondary Specific Activity 
B 3.7.13

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The accident analysis of the main steam line break (MSLB), 
as discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 14.2.5 (Ref. 2) assumes 
the initial secondary coolant specific activity to have a 
radioactive isotope concentration of 1.0 ,Ci/gm DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131. This assumption is used in the analysis 
for determining the radiological consequences of the MSLB.  
The MSLB offsite radiological analysis uses the analytical 
methods and assumptions outlined in the Standard Review Plan 
(Ref. 3). The result of the radiological analysis for this 
event shows that the radiological consequences of an MSLB do 
not exceed a small fraction of the plant Exclusion Area 
Boundary limits (Ref. 1) for whole body and thyroid dose 
rates.  

Two offsite dose analyses are performed, one assuming a pre
accident RCS iodine spike, and the second involving an RCS 
iodine spike as a result of the MSLB, For the pre-accident 
iodine spike, it is assumed that a reactor transient has 
occurred prior to the MSLB which has raised the RCS DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131 concentration to the allowed Technical 
Specification value of 50 lCi/gm. For the accident
initiated iodine spike, the reactor trip associated with the 
MSLB creates an iodine spike in the RCS which increases the 
iodine release rate from the fuel to the RCS to a value of 
500 times greater than the release rate corresponding to the 
maximum proposed equilibrium RCS DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 
Technical Specification concentration of 0.8 ICi/gm. The 
duration of the accident-initiated iodine spike is assumed 
to be 1.6 hours.  

The following is a summary of other major assumptions and 
parameters used in both the pre and post accident cases 
outlined above: 

1. Primary and secondary system activities are at 
equilibrium prior to the accidents.  

2. The RCS noble gas activity is based on a fuel defect 
level of 1.0%. This is approximately equal to 
100/E-bar BCi/gm for gross radioactivity.  

3. The secondary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be 
1.0 gCi/gm of DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131.

POINT BEACH B 3.7.13-2 DRAFT REV. A
POINT BEACH B 3.7.13 -2 DRAFT REV. A
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B 3.7.13 

BASES 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS (continued) 

4. Primary to secondary SG tube leakage in each SGs is 
assumed to be 0.35 gpm.  

5. The atmospheric dispersion factor ( /Q) at site 
boundary during the two hours following the accident is 
5.0 x 10-1 m3/sec.  

6. Breathing rate used to calculate the thyroid dose for 
the accidents is 3.47 x 10 - m3/sec.  

7. The SG connected to the ruptured main steam line is 
assumed to boil dry within 30 minutes, 

8. All of the activity contained in the steam generator 
connected to the ruptured steam line is assumed to be 
released directly to the environment. No credit is 
taken for activity plate out or retention.  

9. Iodine carried over to the faulted SG by SG tube leaks 
is assumed to be released directly to the environment.  

10. No credit is taken for iodine removal from steam 
released to the condenser prior to reactor trip and 
concurrent loss of offsite power.  

11. With the loss of offsite power, the remaining intact 
steam generator is available for core decay heat 
removal by venting steam to the atmosphere.  

12. The intact steam generator is assumed to discharge 
entrained activity to the atmosphere. The iodine 
partition factor for the intact SG is assumed to be 
0.01.  

13. The Auxiliary Feedwater System supplies makeup to the 
intact steam generator.  

14. Venting of steam from the intact SG continues until the 
reactor coolant temperature and pressure have decreased 
sufficiently for the Residual Heat Removal System to be 
placed into operation to complete the cooldown. Eight 
hours after the accident, the residual heat removal 
system is assumed to be placed into operation.

POINT BEACH B 3.7.13-3 DRAFT REV. A
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BASES 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS (continued) 

Secondary specific activity limits satisfy Criterion 2 of 
the NRC Policy Statement.  

LCO As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific 
activity of the secondary coolant is required to be 
< 1.0 PCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 to limit the 
radiological consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) 
to a small fraction of the required limit (Ref. 1).  

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant 
ensures that when secondary specific activity limits are 
exceeded, appropriate actions are taken in a timely manner 
to place the unit in an operational MODE that would minimize 
the radiological consequences of a DBA.  

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4. the limits on secondary specific 
activity apply due to the potential for secondary steam 
releases to the atmosphere.  

In MODES 5 and 6. the steam generators are not being used 
for heat removal. Both the RCS and steam generators are 
depressurized, and primary to secondary LEAKAGE is minimal.  
Therefore, monitoring of secondary specific activity is not 
required.  

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 exceeding the allowable secondary 
coolant limit, could result in post accident offsite doses 
in excess of a small fraction of the required limit 
(Ref. 1). Accordingly. the unit must be placed in a MODE in 
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the 
unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and 
in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

POINT BEACH B 3.7.13-4 DRAFT REV. A
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.13.1 

This SR verifies that the secondary specific activity is 
within the limits of the accident analysis. A gross beta
gamma or gamma isotopic analysis of the secondary coolant, may be 
used to confirm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 is < 1.0 pCi/gm.  
Confirmation of gross activity is a conservative means of 
determining compliance with the LCO limit. However, if gross 
activity exceeds the 1.0 ,Ci/gm limit, an isotopic analysis 
should be performed to determine DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, to 
prevent unnecessary shutdowns. Performance of this SR confirms 
the validity of the safety analysis assumptions as to the 
secondary system source terms for post accident releases. It 
also serves to identify and trend any unusual isotopic 
concentrations that might indicate changes in reactor 
coolant activity or LEAKAGE. The 31 day Frequency is based 
on the detection of increasing trends of the level of DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131, and allows for appropriate action to be 
taken to maintain levels below the LCO limit.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11.  

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.2.5.  

3. NUREG 0800. USNRC Standard Review Plan, 15.1.5. Steam 
.Piping Failures Inside and Outside of Containment (PWR), 
Rev. 2, July 1981.

B 3.7.13-5POINT BEACH DRAFT REV. A
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.09.01 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

A.01 In the conversion of Point Beach current Technical Specifications (CTS) to the proposed plant 
specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain wording preferences or conventions are 
adopted which do not result in technical changes (either actual or interpretation). Editorial 
changes, reformatting, and revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the 
Standard Technical Specifications, Westinghouse Plants, NUREG-1431, Revision 1 (i.e., 
Improved Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS)).  

CTS: ITS: 

15.03.08 LCO 3.09.01 

A.02 CTS 15.3.8.5 Note * dictates required primary coolant boron concentration based on whether the 
unit is operating pre or post refueling outage U1R25 and U2R23. The values proposed for 
inclusion into the Point Beach ITS are the post U1R25 and U2R23 values. This change is 
administrative as both units are operating under the limits proposed for inclusion into the ITS 
(post U1R25/U2R23). Accordingly, deletion of the pre U1R25 and U2R23 limitations is 
acceptable, as these values no longer impose any operational limitations.  

CTS: ITS: 
15.03.08.05 Note * DELETED 

A.03 CTS 15.3.8.9 specifies the following remedial actions if the boron concentration limit in the 
primary coolant is not met; "refueling of the reactor shall cease. Work shall be initiated to correct 
the violated conditions so that the specified limits are met, and no operations which may 
increase the reactivity of the core shall be made." ITS 3.9.1, Required Action A. 1, specifies that 
if the boron concentration is not within limit, then "Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS". ITS 3.9.1, 
Required Action A.2, specifies to "Suspend positive reactivity additions," and Required Action 
A.3 specifies to "Initiate action to restore boron concentration to within limit." All of the above 
ITS Required Actions stipulate a Completion Time of Immediately, The CTS and ITS Required 
Actions are equivalent. The CTS and ITS specifications both stipulate to not perform any 
operations that might add positive reactivity and to take action to restore boron concentration to 
within limits. Therefore, this is an administrative change.  

CTS: ITS: 

15,03,08.09 LCO 3.09.01 COND A RA A.1 

LCO 3.09.01 COND A RA A.2 

LCO 3.09.01 COND A RA A.3 

A.04 The Bases of the current Technical Specifications for this section have been completely 
replaced by revised Bases that reflect the format and applicable content of PBNP ITS Chapter 
3.9, consistent with the Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Plants, NUREG
1431. The revised Bases are as shown in the PBNP ITS Bases.  

CTS: ITS: 

BASES B 3.09.01 

Page 1 of 4



Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.09.01 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

L.01 The CTS 15.3.8.2 requirement to continuously monitor radiation levels in fuel handling areas, the 
containment and spent fuel storage pool, and the associated CTS 15.3.8.9 actions to be taken 
when this requirement is not met, are to be deleted. These monitors indicate when the radiation 
in the respective area has exceeded a setpoint. There are no safety related automatic functions 
assumed in accident analyses that are performed by these monitors, and the monitors are not 
used to mitigate a design basis accident or transient. As such, the requirement and associated 
required actions are not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection to the public 
health and safety.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.03.08.02 DELETED 

15.03.08.09 DELETED 

LA.01 CTS 15.3.8.5 requires a minimum boron concentration of 2100 ppm. Per CTS 15.1.G.3, the 
reactor is in the refueling shutdown condition when the reactor is subcritical by at least 5 percent 
reactivity. These details are not retained in the ITS, but have been moved to the COLR. The 
refueling boron concentration limit and subcriticality requirement for refueling operations are 
parameters which may change on a cycle specific basis. This approach provides an effective 
level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The 
level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change, because there is no change in the 
overall operational requirements. Additionally, plant procedures will provide adequate 
assurance that the boron concentration limit specified in the COLR will be maintained.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.01 .G.03 COLR 

15.03.08.05 COLR 

M.01 CTS 15.3.8.5 has applicability "During refueling operations, during reactor vessel head removal 
and while loading and unloading fuel from the reactor." ITS 3.9.1 has applicability in MODE 6.  
This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in the reactor vessel will remain 
subcritical in this MODE. Since MODE 6 covers a much broader operational condition, it 
imposes additional restrictions on plant operations.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.03.08.05 LCO 3.09.01 

M.02 CTS 15.3.8.5 requires that a minimum Boron concentration be maintained in the Reactor 
Coolant System, while ITS 3.9.1 requires that a minimum Boron concentration be maintained in 
the reactor coolant system, refueling canal and refueling cavity. This change is necessary, since 
in this MODE, the contents of the reactor coolant system, refueling canal and refueling cavity are 
intermixed.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.03.08.05 LCO 3.09.01 
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.09.01 

13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

M.03 CTS 15.4.1 Table 15.4.1-2, Item 2 requires a reactor coolant sample to be taken and analyzed 
for boron concentration twice per week. Proposed ITS SR 3.9.1.1 requires verification that the 
reactor coolant boron concentration is within the limits of the COLR on a 72 hours basis. A 
minimum frequency of once every 72 hours is a reasonable amount of time to verify the boron 
concentration of representative samples. The frequency is based on operating experience, 
which has shown 72 hours to be adequate. Therefore, this change imposes a more restrictive 
surveillance requirement.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 02 SR 3.09.01.01

Wisconsin Electric Power Company has used the selection criteria provided in the 10 CFR 
50.36.ii, and has concluded that the Communications LCO and Surveillances can be relocated 
to licensee control. The basis for this conclusion is as follows: 

Communication between the control room personnel and personnel performing CORE 
ALTERATIONS is maintained to ensure that personnel can be promptly informed of significant 
changes in the plant status or core reactivity condition during refueling. The communications 
allow for coordination of activities that require interaction between the control room and 
containment personnel. However, the refueling system design accident or transient response 
does not take credit for communications.  

Comparison to Screening Criteria: 

1. Communications during refueling operations is not used for, nor capable of, detecting a 
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary prior to a design 
basis accident (DBA).  

2. Communications during refueling operations is not a process variable, design feature, or 
operating restriction that is an initial condition of a DBA or transient.  

3. Communication during refueling operations is not a primary success path in the mitigation of a 
DBA or transient.  

4. As discussed in Section 4.0 (Appendix A, page A-67) and summarized in Table 1 of WCAP
11618, the loss of communications was found to be a non-significant risk contributor to core 
damage frequency and offsite releases. Wisconsin Electric Power Company has reviewed this 
evaluation and considers it applicable to Point Beach. The Point Beach IPE does not cover 
shutdown conditions and therefore, provides no information to supplement the conclusions of the 
generic analysis.  

CTS: ITS:

15.03.08.06 

15,0308.09

FSAR 

FSAR
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13-Nov-99 

DOC Number DOC Text 

R.02 Wisconsin Electric Power Company has used the selection criteria provided in the 10 CFR 
50.36.ii, and has concluded that the Refueling Equipment LCO and Surveillances can be 
relocated to licensee control. The basis for this conclusion is as follows: 

Operability of the refueling equipment ensures that the equipment used to handle fuel within the 
reactor pressure vessel functions as designed and that the manipulator crane has sufficient load 
capacity for handling fuel assemblies and/or control rods. Although the interlocks designed to 
provide the above capabilities can prevent damage to the refueling equipment and fuel 
assemblies, they are not assumed to function to mitigate the consequences of a design basis 
accident.  

Comparison to Screening Criteria: 

1. The refueling equipment is not used for, nor capable of, detecting a significant abnormal 
degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary prior to a design basis accident (DBA).  

2. The refueling equipment is not a process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that 
is an initial condition of a DBA or transient.  

3. The refueling equipment is not part of a primary success path in the mitigation of a DBA or 
transient.  

4. As discussed in Section 4.0 (Appendix A, page A-68) and summarized in Table 1 of WCAP
11618, the refueling equipment was found to be a non-significant risk contributor to core damage 
frequency and offsite releases. Wisconsin Electric Power Company has reviewed this 
evaluation and considers it applicable to Point Beach. The Point Beach IPE does not apply to 
shutdown conditions and, therefore, provides no information to supplement the conclusions of 
the generic analysis.  

CTS: ITS: 

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 14 FSAR
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15.3.8 REFUELING 

Applicability: 

Applies to operating limitations during refueling operations.  

Objective: 

To ensure that no incident could occur during refueling operations that would affect public health and 
safety.  

Specifications: MODE 64 

During refueling operations:1 
A,< See 3.9.4 > 

1. The equipment hatch shall be closed and the personnel locks shall be capable of being closed.  
A temporary third door on the outside of the personnel lock shall be in place whenever both 
doors in a personnel lock are open (except for initial core loading).L 

2. .adiati Q- lin1W...hdi arras, the cnainment and .. p.... f.... 6!t°ag ... o. .hal. bQ 

. . .< See 3.9.3 > 

13. Core subcritical neutron flux shall be continuously monitored by at least two neutron monitors, 
each with continuous visual indication in the control room and one with audible indication in 
the containment available whenever core geometry is being changed. When core geometry is 
not being changed, at least one neutron flux monitor shall be in service.  

]< See 3.9.5 > 

4. At least one residual heat removal loop shall be in operation. However, if refueling operations 
are affected by the residual heat removal loop flow, the operating residual heat removal loop 
may be removed from operation for up to one hour per eight hour period.  

5. [During reactor vessel head removal and while loading and unloading fuel from the reactor a 

minimum boron concentration of 2100 ppm* shall be maintainedj in th coolant 
system. t

boron concentration shall be maintained 
within the limits specified in the COLR

reactor coolant system, refueling 
canal and refueling cavity I

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 180 

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 190

15.3.8-1 September 23, 1997

July 21, 1998

I* .; ThYbore."_ ...... t.2t;Q 44-04. Op ;-9 ;A- effo"* f_-jjQ'.v~g Ut tR,)< 5,, t •;, J -MA'n f,,u....;ha 1t22R23 
fQ; U nit)"; andA wka.s. @Qe,=r4 p.Gio to Irl-o-ding two!* f.o- tho..... auags .... r,'" .- 4 WPQ5•*I,• t 1.;w I 
h... ...... ............. .................. ka.......i. ..... .... .....  

bore.".~ ~ 112I1 Of"""#" thi,, 6.9Co .9.fi;aion. is 1800- •••Dqr. . 'D)q÷••II•t"
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[6.:_ Direct communication between the control room and the operating floor of the cont~ai~nment• 

Sshall be available whenever changes in core geometry are taking place.]<Se ..  

7. The Containment Purge and Vent System shall be operable. The Containment Purge and Vent 

System shall be demonstrated operable within 4 days prior to the start of and at least once per 7 

days during refueling operations by verifying that Containment Purge and Vent isolation occurs 

on manual initiation and on high radiation test signal.  

8. With the Containment Purge and Vent System inoperable, close the Purge and Vent 

containment penetrations. J< See 3.9.3 > 

<.9.4 S.> R.  

1 9. If any of the specified limiting conditions in sections((j J5 n are not met, refueling 

of the reactor shall cease. Work shall be initiated to correct the violated conditions so that the 

specified limits are met, and no operations which may increase the reactivity of the core shall 
be made. F,, 

Replace with Insert 3.9.1 -I, 
Basis Condition A 

The equipment and general procedures to be utilized during refueling are discussed in the Final Safety 

Analysis Report. Detailed instructions, the above specified precautions, and the design of the fuel 

handling equipment incorporating built-in interlocks and safety features, provide assurance that no 

incident could occur during the refueling operations that would result in a hazard to public health and 

safety.M() 

Whenever changes are not being made in core geometry, one flux monitor is sufficient. This permits 

maintenance of the instrumentation. Continuous monitoring of radiation levels (2. above) and neutron 

flux provides immediate indication of an unsafe condition. The residual heat pump is used to maintain 

a uniform boron concentration.  

The shutdown margin indicated in Part 5 will keep the core subcritical, even if all control rods were 

withdrawn from the core. During refueling, the reactor refueling cavity is filled with approximately 
275,000 gallons]_ 

Unit I - Amendment No. 122 15.3.8-2 June 9, 1989

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 125
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of borated water. The boron concentration of this water is sufficient to maintain the reactor subcritical 

approximately by 5% Ak/k in the cold condition with all rods inserted.(2 ) Periodic checks of refueling 

water boron concentration insure that proper shutdown margin is maintained. Part 6 allows the control 
room operator to inform the manipulator operator of any impending unsafe condition detected from the 

main control board indicators during fuel movement.  

During the refueling operation a substantial number of station personnel and perhaps some regulatory 

people will be in the containment. The requirements are to prevent an unsafe amount of radioactivity 

from escaping to the environment in the case of a refueling accident, and also to allow safe avenues of 
escape for the personnel inside the containment as required by the Wisconsin Department of Industry, 
Labor and Human Relations. To provide for these requirements, the personnel locks (both doors) are 

open for the normal refueling operations with a third temporary door which opens outward installed 

across the outside end of the personnel lock. This hollow metal third door is equipped with weather 

stripping and an automatic door closer to minimize the exchange of inside air with the outside 

atmosphere under the very small differential pressures expected while in the refueling condition. Upon 

sounding of the containment evacuation alarm, all personnel will exit through the temporary door(s) 

and then all personnel lock doors shall be closed. As soon as possible, the fuel transfer gate valve shall 

be closed to back up the 30 foot water seal to prevent escape of fission products.

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 122 

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 125

15.3.8-3 June 9, 1989
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The spent fuel storage pool at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant consists of a single pool with a four foot 

thick reinforced concrete divider wall which separates the pool into a north half and south half. The 

divider wall is notched to a point sixteen feet above the pool floor to allow transfer of assemblies from 

one half of the pool to the other.

References 

(1) FSAR - Section 9.5.2 

(2) FSAR -Table 3.2.1-1

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 96 

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 100

15.3.8-4 Sepember 3, 1985
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Previous Technical Specifications in this section had addressed maximum load limits and limitations 

on load movements by the auxiliary building crane over a spent fuel pool. These specifications were 

deleted upon modification of the crane to meet the single-failure-proof criteria outlined in 

,NUREG-0612 

fA-.4

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 96 

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 100

15.3.8-5 Sepember 3, 1985
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TABLE 15. 4.1-2 

MINIMUM FREQUENCIES FOR EQUIPMENT AND SAMPLING TESTS

Test Frequency

I 1. Reactor Coolant Samples 5/week 7) 

Monthly

Gross Beta-gamma 
activity 
(excluding tritium) 

Tritium activity 

Radiochemical E 
Determination 

Isotopic Analysis for 
Dose Equivalent I- 131 
Concentration 

Isotopic Analysis for 
Iodine including 1-131, 
1-133, and 1-135 

Chloride Concentration 

Diss. Oxygen Conc.  

Fluoride Conc.

Semiannually (2X0o) 

Every two weeksml) 

a.) Once per 4 hours 
whenever the specific 
activity exceeds 0.8 1iCi/ 
gram Dose Equivalent 1- 131 
or 100/E p.Ci/g (6) 

b.) One sample between 2 and 6 
hours following a thermal power 
change exceeding 15% of rated 
power in a one-hour period.

5/week(8 ) 

5/week 
6
) 

W3Jpilh

72 hours M.3

2. Reactor Coolant Boron Boron Concentration

13. Refueling Water Storage 
I Tank Water Sampler

Boron Concentration Weekly 0 ) See 3.5.4 >

14. Boric Acid Tanks Boron Coincentration Twice/week and after 
each BAST concentration 

< See 3.5.2 > change when they are 
being relied upon as a 
source of borated 
water.F

15. Spray Additive Tank

16. Accumulator

NaOH Concentration

Boron Concentration

Mon!Tly'--< See Section 3.6 >

Monthlyj 4 See 3.5.1 >

Unit I - Amendment No. 173 
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 177 July 1, 1997

o-f< See 3.4.16 >

Page I of 5
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Test

7. Spent Fuel Pit a) Boron Concentration 
b) Water Level 

Verification

Spec 3. 9. 1 
Page 7 of 9 

Frequency < See 3.7.15 
and 3.7.16 >

Monthly Weekly A See 3.7.18 >

9.

Gross Beta-gamma 
Activity or gamma 
isotopic analysis 

Iodine concentration

< See 3.1.5 \

Control Rods a) Rod drop times of all 
full length rods (3) 

b) Rodworth measurement

10. Control Rod

< See 3.4. 10

Partial movement of 
Lall rodsiQ

111. Pressurizer Safety Valves Set point 

F12. Main Steam Safety Valves Set Point 
•..< See 3.6.3

Weekly(6 ) 

Weekly when gross 
Beta-gamma activity 
equals or exceeds 
1.0 LtCi/ (6)

Each refueling orI 
after maintenance that could affect 
proper functioning (4) 

Following each refueling 
shutdown prior to 
commencing power 
operation 

Every 2 weeks (1) 

< See 3.7.1 > 

Every five years V'

Every five years (1) 1 
and 3.7.2 >

13. Containment Isolation Trip Functioning Each refueling shutdown 

1514. Refueling System Interlocks Functioning Each refueling shutdown 

1 15, Service Water System Functioning Each refueling shutdown ]

116. Primary System Leakage Evaluate Monthly (6

117. Diesel Fuel Supply Fuel inventory Dail 

18. Deleted 

19. Deleted

X See 3.7.8 > 

"-< See 3.4.13 > 

-< See 3.8.3 >

120. Boric Acid System Storage Tank and Daily1 9) I 
piping temperatures 
> temperature required < See 3.5.2 > 

by Table 15.3.2-1

Unit I - Amendment No. 176 
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 180 August 6, 1997

18. Secondary Coolant
I

Page 2 of 5
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2) C o ISh3 u tdo-w nj < See 1. 0 > 

The reactor is in the cordesautdown condition when the reactor has a shutdown marg.in 
of at least I percent Ak/k and reactor coolant temperature is <!200°F.[ ' 

.3) Refueling Shutdown [ 
The reactor is in the refueling; shutdown condition when the reactor is subcritical by¢ ati 

Ileast 5 percentL Ak7and T.,, is:!<140°F. A refueling shutdown refers to a shutdown to 

move fuel to and from the reactor core.  

4) Shutdown Margin 
Shutdown margin is the instantaneous amount of reactivity by which the reactor core 
would be subcritical if all withdrawn control rods were tripped into the core but the 
highest worth withdrawn RCCA remains fully withdrawn. If the reactor is shut down 
from a power condition, the hot shutdown temperature should be assumed. In other 
cases, no change in temperature should be assumed.  

h. Power Operation 
The reactor is in power operating condition when the reactor is critical and the average neutron 
flux of the power range instrumentation indicates greater than 2 percent of rated power.  
Refueling Operation 

Refueling operation is any operation involving movement of core components (those that could 
affect the reactivity of the core) within the containment when the vessel head is removed.  

j. Rated Power 
Rated power is here defined as a steady state reactor core output of 1518.5 MWT.  

k. Thermal Power 
Thermal power is defined as the total core heat transferred from the fuel to the coolant.  

< See 1.0 > 

Unit I - Amendment No. 188 15.1-4 March 2, 1999

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 193
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Section 3.9.1 CTS Markup Insert

Insert 3.9.1-1

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Boron concentration A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 

not within limit. ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately 
reactivity additions.  

AND 

A.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore boron 
concentration to 
within limit.



Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.09.01 

13-Nov-99 

JFD Number JFD Text 

01 Reference to the General Design Criteria (GDC) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A has been deleted 
from the Bases of the Technical Specifications. Point Beach was constructed and licensed prior 
to the GDC being issued. The Point Beach construction permit was issued prior to the GDCs 
being issued in 1971. Point Beach was designed and constructed utilizing the 1967 proposed 
GDCs. Accordingly, reference has been provided to the appropriate criteria and section of the 
Point Beach FSAR which provides explanation of Point Beach's design basis.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.09.01 B 3.09.01 

02 The description of how and, from what sources, the refueling cavity and refueling canal are filled 

has been modified to reflect the methods used at Point Beach.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.09.01 B 3.09.01 

03 LCO 3.9.2 "Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves" was not adopted, based on the Point 
Beach design. Accordingly, the references to LCO 3.9.5 and 6 within the Bases for LCO 3.9.1 
have been revised to reflect the renumbering that has occurred in Section 3.9 of the ITS.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.09.01 B 3.09.01 

04 With the incorporation of TSTF-9 (relocation of SDM to COLR), the differences between LCO 
3.1.1 and LCO 3.1.2 are removed and LCO 3.1.2 is incorporated into LCO 3.1.1. This change 
eliminates the reference to LCO 3.1.2 from LCO 3.9.1 Bases.  

This change is consistent with TSTF 136, which has been approved for incorporation into 

revision two of NUREG 1431.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.09.01 B 3.09.01 

05 Requiring the verification of the boron concentration of the coolant in each volume is 
inconsistent with the other statements in the Bases. The Background and Applicable Safety 
Analysis sections state that the RCS, refueling cavity and refueling canal volumes are mixed 
and form a single mass. Therefore requiring sampling and analysis at more than one location is 
redundant and unnecessary.  

ITS: NUREG: 

B 3.09.01 B 3.09.01 

Page 1 of 2



Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.09.01 

13-Nov-99 

JFD Number JFD Text

The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information has been provided.

ITS: 

B 3.09.01

NUREG: 

B 3.09.01

Page 2 of 2
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Boron Concentration 
3.9.1

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.1 Boron Concentration

LCO 3.9.1 

APPLICABILITY:

Boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System, the 
refueling canal, and the refueling cavity shall be 
maintained within the limit specified in the COLR.  

MODE 6.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Boron concentration A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 

not within limit. ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately 
reactivity additions.  

AND 

A.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore boron 
concentration to 
within limit.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration is within th e 72 hours 
limit specified in the COLR.

Rev 1, 04/07/95WOG STS 3.9-1


